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Superintendent Clark Piaises Practically Place in Cannon's Insurrectos Must Lay Down! Transportation on Interstate Reign of Terror in Metropo- Judge McFie Decides J. M.C.; Dealers in City of Brotherly
Work of Wagon Mound
lis Was Resumed This
Their Arms Pending
Hands the Fate of All
Chaves Is Entitled to $900 Love Find New Method of
Railways Must Be Paid
Bills
in Cash
Not $1,500
Pupils
Forenoon
Negotiations
Doing Customers
THREE

INDGRPO

RATIONS

CLAIMS

MEASURE

IS

PASSED SO
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SAYS
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DYNAMITE

TWO

OUTRAGES

GRANTS

AN

Engineer Miller Approves An Three Million Dollars to Be Ap- Then Government Will Do Its American Naval Stores Company-Cas- Torch and Bomb Used by Des- Ownership of County Proo-rtSold For Taxes Will Be
Part to Grant the Reforms
to Be Reviewed by
Alamogordo Water
propriated for Fortifying
peradoes Whom Authorities
Panama.
Tribunal.
Determined.
Cannot Quell
Demanded
Application.
Incorporation papers were filed this
in the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Gal- The
lup Bank and Trust company.
capital stock is $15,000. The incorporators and directors are: 0. M.
and statutory
Beasley, president
agent, 120 shares; Joseph H. Codding-ton- ,
vice president, 20 shares; SamuTerm
el Bimon, cashier, 10 shares.
of existence, 50 years.
Articles of incorporation were filed
by the Deming Headlight Company to
do a printing and publishing business
at Deming with Roy Bedicheck as
agent The capital stock is $10,000
consisting of 200 shares at $50 each,
and 61 shares representing $3,050 having been subscribed already. The incorporators who are the directors for
one year and the number of shares
Pinckney
they own are as follows:
M. Stead 2; Joseph A. Mahoney 2;
John Corbett 2; Edwin R. Valandig-haforenoon

n

14; Roy Bedicheck 41. The duration of the corporation is for fifty
years. The company has filed also

papers.
Articles of incorporation have also
been filed in this territory by the
Chama Valley Lands and Irrigation
Company of Kansas City, Mo., which
has a capitalization of $100,000 consisting of 1,000 shares equally divided among Albert D. Hart, Elsser E.
Auchmoody and William Kent. O. O.
Car of Chama is named as statutory
agent. The company wishes to carry
on a general land and irrigation busiy

ness.

' More Homesteaders.
The following are the entries at the
local land office: Charles A. Dilley,
Willard, Torrance county; Juan
Pintada, Guadalupe county;
Eugenio Lucero, Las Vegas, San Miguel county; Stephen Nolan, Monero,
Gal-lego-

Grant county; Juan Paltenghe,

Wag-

Washington, Feb. 20. The House
today by a vote of 173 to 43, a great
majority of the Democrats voting aye,
voted for the "gag rule" whereby the
vote may susHouse by
pend all rules during the remainder
of the session so that the appropriation and other measures can be rushdeed through after forty minute3
bate. The rule practically puts the
two-third- s

entire conduct of affairs during the
next two weeks in hands of the
speaker.
Will Fortify Canal.
Washington, Feb. 20. Representative Fitzgerald of New York, member
of the committee on appropriations,
announced to the House today, in answer to a question of Mr. Hobson of
Alabama, that the sundry civil bill
would carry a provision for the fortification of the Panama canal. The
statement was greeted with applause.
War Claims Bill.
Washington, Feb. 20. The war
claims bill passed the House today
at 12:46, having been under consid
eration since last Friday because of
the filibuster waged against it by Representative Mann.
Complicates Situation.
WasTiing'ton, D. C, Feb. 20. A special Pullmman car from Phoenix, Arizona, will arrive at Washington, D.
C, tomorrow to urge statehood upon
President Taft and congress. There
are 12 prominent Arizona citizens in
the party, both Democrats and Republicans.
Among the Democrats is G.
W. P. Hart, chairman of the late constitutional convention, and Colonel
H. L. Pickett, a leading member of
of
editor
the convention,
Jie
the Arizona Gazette, published at
The party is 'very hopeful
Phoenix.
of meeting with success, and believe
they will win the coveted statehood.
They will however, complicate the
situation for New Mexico and lessen
its chances for admission without Ar-

on Mound, Mora county.
Admitted to New Mexico.
The territorial
insurance depart- izona.
ment admitted the Two Republics Life $3,000,000 for Canal Fortifications.
Insurance Company of El Paso to do Washingtonfi Feb. 20. It Is under
business in New Mexico. The cash stood that the bill will carry three
capital of this company is $150,000 and million dollars for the fortification of
the cash surplus $150,000. L. D. the Panama canal.
Prewett representing the company
was here today. Attorney A. B. EXHIBITION OF WATER
ftenehan of this city is one of the diGAUGES AT CHICAGO,
rectors of this company.
National Irrigation Congress at Chi
Notary Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has
cago Will Be Notable in
appointed Antonio A. Sedillo of AlbuMany Respects.
querque, Bernalillo county, a notary
Chicago, Feb. 20. "The exposition
of irrigated products to be held in
public.
The following were appointed no- Chicago during the 19th National Irri
taries public this afternoon by Acting gation Congress December 5 to 9, will
Governor Nathan jaffa: Ursie King afford the south, north and west the
Wilgreatest opportunity ever offered to
of Portales, Roosevelt county;
liam P. Metcalf and Julius Staab of demonstrate to the people of the mid
dle west and east the wonders accom
Albuquerque.
plished by irrigation," states former
Water
Application.
Approves
Charles F. Fishback of this
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- Judgewho is chairman of the
Congress
city,
to
the Board of Control.
ler has returned from a trip
southern part of the territory where
Chicago plans to make the ninehe found plenty of snow. He an- teenth
annual meeting of the Irriganounced today that the department is
tion Congress the most important yet
to
revise
making active preparations
held. President Taft has already acthe gauging stations so as to be in
cepted an invitation to address the
shape for the spring run off.
congress. Hon. W. J. Bryan Is sched478
which uled as another speaker, while cabiWater Application No.
was contested of the Alamogordo Im- net officers, senators,
congressmen,
provement Company for the use of scientists, financiers, transportation
waters of La Luz for irrigation pur- authorities and irrigation experts will
This ap- present a program of Interest and
poses has been approved.
proval was made after the territorial value. The support of the "old guard"
engineer had made a personal inspec- of the irrigation states and the Chi
tion and it is subject to prior rights cago spirit of "I Will" assure success.
for the use of the flood waters. At
Measuring Devices.
the same time he cancelled the rights The measurement of irrigation wagranted in application No. 59 which ter will claim special attention at the
was approved several years ago, no meeting of the National Irrigation
construction work having been done Congress in Chicago and upon suggesunder the territorial engineer's ap- tion of State Engineer Samuel H.
Lea of South Dakota, plans are being
proval.
Application No. 451 of Ben T. Cox made for a special exhibit of measfor the waters of Canada de los Ala uring devices.
mos near Cuchlllo, Sierra County, has
State Engineer Lea says, "The next
been rejected; the court decree de- step in irrigation work will be the
creeing waters being covered in the measurement of water. This Is necessary in order to check the present
application.
wasteful methods of the use of waof
Townsite.
Survey
"Advice received from John W. ter in irrigation. If suitable means
March, surveyor general of New are provided for the measurement of
Mexico, in reply to the recent petition irrigation water, the result will be a
asking the fulfillment of the contract large increase over present irrigated
awarded in 1908 for survey of town- areas, using the same amount of wadecided Imship 9, range 8 east, which adjoins ter. There will also be a
Oscuro townsite, states that Deputies provement In irrigation methods, for
will be
Edmund and Pitt Ross will positive- the reason that
of mely commence work on or about March largely prevented by the use
1st and complete the survey within ters."
the month if possible." Carrizozo
Outlook.
VIOLENT EARTHQUAKES AND
COLD IN EUROPE.
Will Investigate Shooting.
Captain Fornoff is expected to leave
tonight for Las Cruces where Special
Constantinople, Fei. 20. A violent
r
Mounted Policeman Fred Higgins is earthquake was experienced at
reported to have shot and killed
and throughout the vilayet of
Lopez, the county Jailer of Monastlr today.
There was some
Dona Ana county Saturday night Ac- loss of life. The
is camppopulation
cording to a dispatch received Hig- ing out and lsxsuffering from the ingins had arrested two men and took tense cold
them to Jail but Lopez Is said to have
refused to receive them. A discussion
followed and Lopez was shot dying
STRIKE OF BOILER MAKERS.
from the effects of his wounds early
Cleveland, Feb. 20. A strike of
yesterday morning.
Special Policeman Higgins was for eight hundred boilermakers oh the
years sheriff of Chaves- county and) Js New York Central lines between Buf
falo and Chicago was ordered today.
well known in Santa Fe. He
e strike Is due to dissatisfaction ov :i "the piece work system.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Paris, Feb. 20. In a review of the'
crisis in Mexico made today for the
Associated Press, Jose Yves Liman-tour- ,
minister of finance of Mexico,
declared that the only basis for peace
was that the insurgents lay down
their arms pending negotiations with
the government which on its part
should grant a reform of the evils
that made the revolution possible.
Feudal System Must Go.
Paris, Feb. 20. The only alternative that therefoie he saw, was the
probability of a long wasting struggle, for, said the minister, "The federal troops are no match for the cowboy insurgents." In the opinion of
Senor Limantour, the feudal system
of Mexico must go and the great estates to the north which have been
passed from family to family, should
be distributed among the people. Foi
himself, the minister said he had no
political ambitions, though he had
been frequently urged to contest the
presidency with Diaz. He expects to
start home within two weeks.
Three Suggestions.
Paris, Feb. 20. Minister Limantour makes three suggestions:
First,
abuses contaminating local administrations as in cities and towns which
have the greatest grievances should
abolished.
be immediately
Second,
some means should be found to allow the people to share more extensively in the holding of land. In the
third place, there is opposition to
President Diaz on the ground that he
has been too long in office and new
blood is needed to direct the affairs
of the Republic.
"But,"' added the
minister, "Diaz was legally returned
to the presidency by the people." "I
dislike to touch on the delicate question of neutrality," continued the minister; "but I am convinced that the
United States interpretation is too restricted. Unless It Is enlarged, it will
seriously imperil the government's
chances of quelling the revolution."
Mexican National Train Held Up.
Torreon, Mex., Feb. 20. A passenger train on the Mexican National
was held up here by a band of insurrectos who burned the Loma bridge
to stop the train. All men in the second and third class coaches were
searched, and all arms taken. The
train was allowed to return to Torreon.
Rumor of a Battle.
EI Paso, Feb. 2n. There is no confirmation of the report that General
Navarro's federal forces have lost
heavily in the encounter with the in
surrectos east of Juarez on the Rio
Grande. The American soldiers down
the river have heard no firing and report that Navarro is further down the
river than where the battle is said to
have occurred. The insurrecto Junta
says today that Madero and his strategy board have gone further south
from their mountain retreat and ex
pect to meet the main arpiy of insur- rectos between Juarez and Chihuahua
and take Chihuahua.
BLOODY

New York, Feb. 2". Blac: Ht.p.d
theii
eiirly today resume!
reign of terror with torch an.l bomb
f
has defied the effort? il 'he
in.; for more than a wse-- and made
iVring efforts to wreck hotisej
with dynamite.
Two blackhanders
clrtve up in front of the house of fr
Tiartoli, a wealthy phyuiciiri on Hast
Hifl street, laid a bomb near tne doc-- j
'vh-.c-

HORRIBLE
MASSACRE IN HAYTI.

AND

Vi'l-rHi;i-

po-jo-

--

i

t

i

eomiw-titor.-i-

one-thir- d

j

j

Val-

session in Chicago, December a to 9,
Governor Carey adds, "The Irrigation Congresses have been one of
the greatest factors in advancing irrigation investigations and the promotion of irrigation enterprises.
"The congresses do not vote money,
nor inaugurate the building of dams,
or of reservoirs and canals, but they
do bring together scientists, experts
mil practical men, which results in
ifornied, and
jthe education of the
in creating a sound public sentiment
on the questions affecting the reclam-- '
anon oi lue ueseri lanus oi tue Lull
ed States.
"The Irrigation question is one of
the most important affecting the

d
of the proceeds of a three- DEATH OF THOMAS REED'S
mill levy for general school pu rposes,
SUCCESSOR IN HOUSE, but also to
of
any such
taxes as may he collected from delin- Representative Amos Allen of Maine ouen!s of that fund. Therefore his
Succumbs to Pneumonia at
compensation is limited to the amount
Washington, D. C.
of the three-millevy plus delinquent
'
taxes collected. But the court is of
Washington, D. C, Feb.
,
M
t
Cn
the
Man ,
one-thir-

j

one-thir- d

i

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. The
bill withdrawing from entry
lands
needed for townsite purposes under
the
irrigation projects, has passed
Senate. It passed the House with the
assistance of Delegate to Congress W.
H. Andrews and was called up by
Senator Bailey in the Senate, there
being amended to apply only to the
Rio Grande or Engle project, it being proposed to start a new town under the project. The bill authorizing
the Secretary of the Interior to lease
water power under irrigation proexceed fifty
jects for a term not .
years, has also passed the Senate. The
Indian appropriation bill is still hang- The bridges
ing fire in conference.
at San Felipe and Isleta over the
Rio Grande near Albuquerque, to cost
$55,000. are still retained in the bill
although a fight has been made on
them.
M. J. Nagel, who was in Washington on forestry matters, has returned
home, with the assurance
that
statehood will be New Mexico's by
March 4.

j

j

l

20.-R- epre-

,, ,,,,,

' '""of anv of the
entitled to
of pneumonia this morning. He was
,
K
1S09
fill
to
elected to the House in
the,
in 1113 i;uuiii
uiiciiLuis
wiiiuu
ait; CUI
vacancy caused by the resignation of; Iected and
applied to local districts
new
Reed.
The
congresslonSpeaker
and do not go into the general
al directory gives the following auto- alone
to
school fund
be
apportioned
biographical data.
Amos Lawrence Allen, Republican, lu,UUB",mt ll,e
of Alfred, was born in Waterloo, Yorkltcntion was whether the superintend-countyMe.. March 17. 1837: attend- - ent should be entitled to compensa
o
aas.s ui
oi scnou
ed the common school, and entered
rooms in his county and regardless
jWhitestown Seminary, Whitestown.j of
whether that amount would ex- NY., in 1833. and the sophomore
class of Bow doin College in 1S 7, gra - ceea tne amount oi collections irom
levy in which event it
duating in I860; studied law at A - the three-mil- l
fred, and attended the Columbian Law would be necessary to provide the
School in Washington, D. C: was ad-- balance to be paid for special levies
mitted to the bar of York County in in the several local districts.
1S6G; served as clerk in treasury deThe court holds that in no event
partment for about three years; was can a superintendent receive any por
elected clerk of the courts for York tion of hi3 salary from local levies in
thrae different school districts but he can
county in 1S70 and
times and served 12 years, until Jan- - only receive
of the product
President Taft, Chairman E. L. ,,a,y 1. 1SS3; was clerk of the judici of the three-mil- l
levy which is distriof
Representa buted throughout the entire county
Hamilton, Senator Beveridge and Del jary committee, House
and a special exami and is therefore for general school
egate W. H. Andrews are recaivins lives in 1K83-8scores of telegrams from newspaper ner under the pension bureau for a
These local levies, Judge
;
was member of the purposes.
publishers and officials as well as bus year in
McFie holds, are not for such pur;
was
in
priinessmen, indignantly denying the Maine legislature
poses in any event.
charges made against New Mexico, its vate secretary to Speaker Reed In
Delinquent Tax Case.
,
and Fiftythe
people and representatives by a
McFie today granted a preJudge
at
a
was
fifth
Congresses;
delegate
temperance workers.
injunction sued out by Atliminary
the
in
Maine
from
Republican
large
J. H. Crist on behalf of J. W.
torney
in
national convention at St. Louis
Norment of this city returnable
ISOfi. and member of the committee
March lit against the county of
on resolutions; was elected to tlu
Santa Fe.
6.
Fifty-sixtNovember
Congress,
The county of Santa Fe sold a
189ti. to fill the vacancy occasioned by
number of pieces of land in the city
ATLANTIC
taxes of
iof Santa Fe for
elected to the
Fifty - 1904. There weredelinquent
no bidders at the
ConFifty-nintSixtieth
and
eighth,
of the lands and the county bid
to the Sixty- - sale
gresses, and
law proIt's Snowing Heavily as Far first Congress, receiving 18,887 votes,' in the lands itself. As the
sold the cer- vides
advertised
and
they
to 15,015 for John C. Scates, DemoSouth as North Carolina
to Mr. Norment
.
OrO
fnv tnecnti Tot7natnn Gn. t tificates of purchase
and after the expiration, of the three
,
WilN.
433
c
a
and
for
Alpheus
ist,
Today
;
years in which the owners of the land
ham, Prohibitionist.
had the right to redeem, the collector
executed a deed to Mr. Norment. for
HEAVY BLANKET IN NEW YORK FOSTERS PURCHASE
the lands purchased. The taxes for
RIO GRANDE REPUBLICAN
the years 1902, 1903 and 1903, also
become delinquent, the county
having
Mountains and Range in Westi't Wil1 Be Greatly Improved and Will has sold the same
lands for the taxes
Be Staunchly Loyal to
Have Received Abundant
of those years. Mr. Norment, having
the Party.
a deed for these lands, denies the
Moisture.
right of the county to sell them again
Mr. and Mrs. Orin A. Foster, who for the taxes of those
years and deNew York, Feb. 20. The storm made a success of the Daily Range at nies the
right of the owners of the
from the Southwest which hau given Raton and then of the Clayton Citizen tracts to redeem the lands from the
the mountains and great grazing and in Union county, have embarked on sale, as he now is the owner of the
fry farming regions of the West a the sea of journalism at La3 Cruces, same.
much needed blanket of snow, struck having purchased the Rio Grande Re
The question of whether the coun
the Atlantic coast this
morning. publican from Allen J. Papen. They ty can sell the lands for the taxes of
Snow is falling heavily over a wide have ordered a linotype and will in- those years, notwithstanding the fact
spread area and as far' south as North vest in a power press. Then, if Las that Norment has a deed to them from
Cruces supports such a venture, they the county, is the question to be final- Carolina, the storm is raging.
Still Snowing at Albuquerque.
ly determined In this case. A hear
will issue the Republican
ing on the temporary injunction will
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 20. It is a week as a preliminary to an
still snowing today, west and south- date dtillv
The Renublican will in occur on March 13 before Judge Mc- west of here. The mountains and the fnfiiro
to he a shuttlecock ,rie
.
H.. AUVU.U refuse
The decision in the case will affect
high ranges are covered with one to between factions but will support the
three feet of snow. Coming on the Republican party right loyally. Las quite a large number of properties
heels of two seasons of drouth and Cruces Is well located for a live daily lately sold for taxes In this county and
will do much toward clearing the dewinter the driest in sixteen years, a and if
energy, talent and experience
tax situation in Santa Fe
linquent
thorough soaking of New Mexico and count for
anything, will soon boast of
as many others had contemArizona will have the effect of pre- a
successfulful one with Mr. and Mrs. county,
plated buying property hut held off
saging an unparalelled good season Foster as
publishers and editors.
on account of doubt on this very quesduring the coming summer.
tion.
Scouts The
Raton Wants Boy
Estancia Case Up.
ADMINISTRATOR AND OTHERS
Is not assuming the role of a
Range
McFie heard arguments this
Judge
MASSACRED IN NEW GUINEA.
would
headline
dictator, although the
morning in the case of B. B. Freillnger
lead the casual reader so to surmise.
Among the Victims Are Two White The "mustness" comes not from our vs. the Village of Estancia. A motion was made by the village for th?
Officers, Twelve Native Police,
say so, but from the knowledge that dismissal of the temporary injunction
Fourteen Carriers.
of
nothing is too good for the boys
enjoining the village from interfering
contributes
with Mr, Freilinger's saloon business,
Brisbane, Australia, Feb. 20. Stani-fort- Raton. Anything that
to the welfare moral, men- the latter having refused to pay the
Smith, British administrator of
the Papua division of New Guinea, tal and physical is a necessity, there license levied by the municipality
two white officers, twelve native po- fore we say "RATON MUST HAVE a Attorney Fred H. Ayers represented
Herewith the village and Frank F.
lice and fourteen carriers have bedn Boy Scouts' organization."
Jennings the
massacred by the inhabitants of the we give an able ditorial by the New plaintiff.
Interior.
Goes to Raton.
Smith and party were on Mexican on the subject. Raton Daily
an eploring expedition. Range.
Judge McFie will leave this after-

one-tlili--

,,.;,,

,,,

j

tac:. aid terrltcv.es west if to
river. It becomes a great

uu.-n.,-

-

1

one-thir- d

j
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Fifty-fourt-

Fifty-first-

CHAUNCEY DEPEW MIGHT
HAVE BEEN
Hour Arrangement Between
Leaders Prevented the

Eleventh

Coup.
Albany, Feb. 20. Chauncey M.
U. S.
might have been
Senator if the Republicans present at
today's session had participated In
the Joint ballot. An eleventh hour arand
rangement between Democratic
Republican assembly leaders in recognizing unofficial pairs was all that
prevented breaking the deadlock.
Da-pe-

WOLGATE WILL FIGHT
ON ST. PATRICK'S
Chicago, Feb. 20.

DAY.

Adolph Wolgast,

the light weight champion, has been
matched In a fight of twenty rounds
with George Memsie of Los Angeles
on March 17.

Cheyenne, Wyoming.

5101

h

County School Superintendent John
V. Conway Will Make Addresses
There.

STRIKES

COAST

County School Superintendent John

V. Conway will leave

Fifty-sevent-

h

i

three-times-

up-to-

-

tomorrow

morn-

ing for Cerrillos and Galisteo, where
he will address the county public
schools on Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings, at Washington's birthdlay

entertainments.
Tuesday afternoon
the superintendent will inspect the
pupils of the two schools at Cerrillos,
and in the evening will take part in
the entertainment prepared by the
teachers and pupils.
On Wednesday afternoon he will inspect the pupils of the two schools at
Galisteo and in the evening will address the parents and pupils, at their
entertainment.
Before returning home the superintendent will visit the schools at Ken-

i

home-burne-

at

VISITATION AT SCHOOLS AT
ItKK ILLU5 AIM UAL STtU.

1SSG-87-

I

d

i'to-nom-

18S4-S5-

-

Cape Haytien, Hayti, Feb. 20. The
government troops after recapturing
the town of Ouanaminth from the rebels after sanguinary fighting, got beyond control of their officers and a
horrible massacre followed.
They
pillaged and burned the town and
butchered the inhabitants who had
not fled. Jean Prosperl, a citizen of
France, was assaulted, his eighteen-year-olson killed and their
The troops which were in
command of President Simon had
Fort Liberty
previously reoccupied
without resistance. Nevertheless, a
large number arrests of those suspected of treachery to the government and suspects followed and they
were all shot to death.

v;a-scu- rl

question to all the people of
the United States. Nothing else has
done as much to bring about the present favorable conditions as the irrigation congresses. They have done a
great work but the work has just beshould
These
gun.
congresses
be encouraged, supported and widelj
attended, and no progressive man can
afford to neglect them."
Governor Carey, after whom tha
Carey act is named, was president of
the National Irrigation Congress of
1S97 at Lincoln,
Nebraska, and that

--

Troops Under President Simon Butch
er Inhabitants of Town Captured By Them.

.

i

CONGRESS PASSES MEASURES
IMPORTANT TO NEW MEXICO.
in Mesilla
ley Under Engle Irrigation
Project.

Agent of Dairy and Food Bureau
After Offenders With
'
Big Stick
j

gangs

y

New Town is Planned

y

Judge McFie granted the dosif-i'h:i;..lcl;ia. Feb. 2ft. i'hiiad?-!writ in the mandamus ca.se of J. M.
campaign for pure fooi jndev
of Harry Cassidy,
C. Chaves, superintendent of schools the
a
e dairy and food bur:ri of
Rio Arriba County vs. the Probate vein
the star,.
ii'ultiiral department, has
Clerk and the Board of County lorn-tvw angle by discovery
tftl.i it a
'
l.y
missioners of Rio Arriba County. This
at a large number of dfii-:a- i
suit was to compel the latter to pay ''assalv
.; ;c.ss ;i
other stores are i'3'illni;
Mr. Chaves a salary of $1500 a year
d ' fisb a
(.
but the covnty
commissioners de- f:sh In smo substitute 'or smokel
nfs 'he fish there is a
clined to do so. and Mr. Chaves
of fittevn poiitels
he Ivindred
c ' flnnt
rcl:i "rt
:inl flrwl In n
fhpr..fnrn hrfttictit enil in .ro nil o mn 'a loss
but hi deinL'
:s no ios3
'.
weight,
to
compel payment. The cause was
o,,.;,. , r
all. This permitted
at
.e Yioi.UOlS
New York, Feb. 20. The explosion heard in chambers and Judge McFie of the law to undersell tle-imore
to grant, the mandamus
caused a panic among the hundrsd
I'roM-i-is
honest
,:i
to
The prayed for,
compel payment of a
girls at St. Cecelie's convent.
and against the v.i ilrsaie
doctor had been receiving Black Hand salary of $1500, but he found that the certain,
w eit.
letters for some time. The vigil of salary due the plaintiff is $'j()0 per dealers will be started this
on year. The court holds that while the
Giovanni Catalde, a groceryman
LIVE TOPICS FOR
Christie street, which has lasted
THE IRRIGATION CONGRESS
week, was rewarded early this morn-- perintendent shall he fixed on the
ing, when Cataldo, sitting in the dark-- number of school rooms in operation
in December Promened store, saw two men creep up to!;p hp ..vpri nnnnti
thnm a p. Chicago Meeting
ise to Be One of More Than
start lighting a bomb. He blazed c,fic ijmjtiltioll in the section making
Usual Interest.
with his revolver and the Black,.).,
,
,
thia Kc.,., ,,,.,
,,vki
Handersfled. There were no arrests, arieg ag fixe(1 by Ulj9
gpc.jou BhM
Chicago, 111.. Feb. 20. "The people
Five Hurt in a Tenement.
not exceed
of the total
New York, Feb. 2d. Last night, a amount collected from the tax levy of the United States are today alive
bomb exploded on the roof of a six for the general school purposes in any to the subject of irrigation,"' 'states
Governor Jos. M. Carey of Wyoming.
story tenement on the lower east 'year.
With reference to the National Irrigaside. One apartment was wrecked
Substantially the opinion holds that
and five persons were hurt.
Mr. Chaves is entitled not only to tion Congress, which holds its 19th

Washington, Feb. 20. Duly money
and not advertising run be. accepted
by interstate railroads in payment of
transportation, according to the interpretation announced today by the
Supreme Court of the United States
of the Hepburn rate law.
Will Review Case.
Washington, Feb. 20. The Supreme Court of the United States today granted the request that it review
the conviction of the officials of the
American Naval Stores Company, accused of having violated the Shert
man
law.
the "Monon
The contract between
route" and the Frank Munsey Publishing Company gave ris? to the principal case.
No Decision.
Washington, Feb. 20. No decision
was rendered today by the Supreme
Court in either the Tobacco or Stand-.awaard Oil dissolution suits, the corporation tax cases, nor the American Federation of Labor contempt cases.
anti-trus-

j

FOLLOW

IJUlCMjPfiOSECUTIONSTO

Lamy
nedy,
Springs.

i

and

probably

Cow

TOO VILE FOR ANY
COUNTRY TO ADMIT HIM.
New York, Feb. 20. Benjamin Rosenthal, the human shuttlecock who
has been tossed backward and for-war(I between here and Panama' in
the !ast tw0 months, has been order-eQ
ponea oy me immigration au
thorities and will be sent to Russia
Rosenon the first available ship.
thal is a native of Russia, but was
charged, wflen he came to the United
States from Panama, with being identified with traffic in women. Panama
declined to receive him when he was
first returned there and sent him
back to the United States. If Russia
refuses to receive him he will find
himself a man without a country.
REGAINS SENATORIAL
VOTES HE HAD LOST.
Denver, Feb. 20. The vote for for
mer Governor Adams went up to nineteen today. Otherwise there was no
important change in the senatorial
ballot. Speer led with 27.

ADAMS

t

noon for Raton to hear the case of
Hart vs. Gutierrez et al., involving the
right to the water of a certain stream.
Judge Roberts is disqualified from sitlast three
ting in this case.1 which may
..
.
i.
n
f
ui
witiuui uajts anu ;m wuicu
uiieeii
nesses for each side will likely
.1

.
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Interesting Reading for
Tubercular Invalids
of Eckman's Alterative
The makf-rthat is curing
the
direct, a
all over the fountry will sendthat
every
other literature,
pamtihlet and should
Mis in
It
read.
(vnuinpme
th.-iown lanauane the story of those
whom Krkmans Alterative has rurel.
MieJi.-iut-

Sueh

tubep-ulost-

-

evidence

stiaUht-froni-the-h-;'-

as this hookh't holds is
if you have m.iort unau-.N'o nintt.-money experinu mm
spent time and "run-under the firma-P.
with nearlv evei'v
. Iterate
ment investigate Eckman's allioa"
it o.
If shown the
cun d or
was
son
a father whose only
Alteratne
tuberculosis l.y Kckman's

turned
telephone pole and almost
over. The car was tanding in front
of Dr. Robinson's home, 700 Mesa avenue, as the girls were returning
home from school. Suddenly, the carl
was seen to dart across the street
and the girls began running. Particulars of the affair w rc telephoned to
the police station ami an investigation
ij in progress. The oar was badly
damaged and is now ni a garage for
repairs.
Troops

i,'

alter

wou.d

all hope had been abandoned,

A
with you.
it not carry some weitrht St..
l'hila.. T a.
71
Cherry
specimen- :I'1"-'"
"Oentlemen.
"In .Inly.
that showed 1
noticed the conditions
riipidH.
hail Consumption. I lost
an.l
had a hollow coin;!, t.erttorrnas
verv sew-rniyht sweats. My l.rotner
1

ht

,. n.le.1

1

6rocery Co.

Winter

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASE PURCHASES
AL,L
WITH
WE

IE3SS

LVkui.Ml'S

Alterative.

niuiv
tuc
MIL
UttlLI

aniirjn hp
HUUiiu ui

IMMORTAL.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A New Line of

Exclusive

Perfect
Exceptional
Like a Stocking

John Pflueger stSaiist

jwnm.

I

Minima

EUGEK:0 ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of bailding material

mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Pone

Phone Red 100

Red 100

WORKER!

WONDER
.

. z

This engine can be attacnea,xo your
pump and working in ten minutes
No
after you take it off your.wagon.
belts, arms- - pump jack ,01- fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

u.

1
Ml

f

HMOS SiH3fiEGG

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

&

Retail

FITS ANY PUMP
and Makes It Hump

forest will be moveu 'rum Alamogordo
to Cloudcroft, whili is right in the
reserve. The administration building
at the Croft will kj rady for
March 1 and a storehouse and
stable will later be built.
Anniversary of Coldest Day Last
Tuesday, six years ago, was the
coldest day ever recorded in Roswell.
After a three day snow the thermo20 degrees to greet
meter fell to
the early risers. The snow was nineteen inches "on the level." Roswell
;

j

occu-nanc-

y

stomach and di- gestive members
in the creation of
new blood cor- puscles and other
nourishing mat-ter for the circu- lation. S. S. S. increases the resistive
powers of the system and by strength- ening and building up the vitality,
allows nature to make a perfect and
lasting cure. Book describing the
disease and any medical advice sent
free to all who write.

Register-Tribun-

tpt

Capes and One Piece Dresses.
We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.
made-to-measu- re

i

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

j

Bros. Co.

elipan

j

Phone 36

P. O. Box 219

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.

strife
National Guard at Alamogordo
That are so large a part of this our General A. S. Brookes of Santa Fe, the parents are liable to a fine of from '
$10 to $100, and not to exceed 10 days
earthly life.
was here this week to inspect Com
in jail. No property is exempt from
I, National Guard. So many or
pany
execution to pay this fine, which goes
They are our very own;
move
to
that
had
away
the
here
boys
into the school fund of the district.
From them from them alone
but
run
every
the company has
down,
If the parents are too poor to pay for
Nothing can us estrange
effort
will be made to get rethe vaccinating it is paid by the
Nor blight autumnal; no, or wintry cruits possible
and build up and keep up the school
board out of the district funds.
change,
Mexico beNew
When
company.
The county commissioners can order
The midnight moments keep
be
will
we
comes
a
state
(very soon)
a general vaccinating in the precinct
and though we
A place for them;
in position to secure an armory build
and if a person refuses to be vacci-- j
wake to weep,
ing, that is If we keep our company nated the minimum fine is $25.
They are beside us; still, in joy in
The;
and this is a matter in which law also
provides for detention hospipain
of
citizen
and
man
business
every
Tn everv crucial
hour, they come j
and for quarantine. Western!
Alamo should take an interest. It tals,
Liberal.
again,
will not do to have nur company musAngelic from above
Suits Damage suits
Big Damage
tered out. General Rrookes does not
Bearing the gifts of blessing and of desire to muster the boys out. He were filed in district court at El
love
will do all in his power to help the Paso against the Southwestern Rail-- !
Until the shadowy path they lonely
way and Smelter Company by Jose
company go ahead. With
trod
for
A. Ti. Fall and others Salas for $15,000, Jose Flores
Curry,
Judge
Becomes for us a bridge that upward
to
maintain a company here $15,000 and Estevan Cabarubio for
desiring
leads to God.
it will be an easy matter to secure $5,000, for injuries sustained In an
Florence Earle Coates, in Harper's the
armory building for Alamo if we explosion in the smelter's slag pit
Magazine.
keep the company up till after we near El Paso.
become a state. In order to assist
Marriage License Doloritas
in building up Company I, General
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Enand
of
Zarca,
Agua
aged 16,
Brookes arranged to leave Sergeant
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
rique Crespin, aged 21, of Las Vegas, Showalter here who will trr.in the PAZOcase
of Itching. Blind, Bleedlngor Pro
any
were grant jd a license to wed at Las
In 6 to 14 days or money reboys and assist in every wr.y possi- trading Piles
50e.
funded,
Vegas.
ble. Let our business people lend a
School Superintendents Swap Places helping hand.
It is needed. Otero
V. L.
Griffin, superintendent of County Advertiser.
has swapped
schools of Carlsbad,
Vaccination
The
Compulsory
places with W. A. Poore, superintend- school board at Lordsburg met and
schools.
The
of
ent
the Clovis public
ordered ail school children in the disewhAng takes place on March 1.
trict vacclnateS1.
The laws of New
GarlingtorT Held as Accessory Up- Mexico, acts' of 1901, provides that all
I have a it e assortment of
on the conviction of E. G. McNabb at school children shall be vaccinated.
Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, for If parents refuse or
Samples for LADIES SUITS
neglect to have
the murder of H. H. Hargis at Vaughn their children vaccinated the children
COATS JACKETS or SKIRTS
hotel are not allowed to attend
J. W. Garlington, a Vaughn
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
school, and
keeper, was arrested as an accessory
are moderate.
to the murder before the fact.
There Is more Catarrh in this secAnother Fire Near Estancia Sat
CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
tion
of the country thaa all other disurnino Lueras of Estancia had his
eases put together, and until the last
AND SYLES.
house and barn destroyed by fire last
few years was supposed to be incurnight. The fire started in the barn. able. For a
great many years docMr. Lueras had a burnout about two
tors
it a local disease
101 Washington Ave
He had a line residence and pronounced
years ago.
prescribed local remedies, and by
and it is a total loss.
to
cure with local
constantly failing
Dur treatment, pronounced It incurable.
Boys Wanted to Be Lawyers
San
at
murder
the
McNabb
trial
ing
science has proven catarrh to be a
ta Rosa, Judge E. R. Wright espied constitutional disease and therefore
two boys, truants from the public
requires constitutional treatment.
schools. He put them in charge of Hall's Catarrh
Cure, nwiufactured
the sheriff and had them sent to
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Tj'ado O., Is
come
had
school. The boys said they
th? only constitutional cure on marto learn to be lawyers.
ket. It is taken Internally In doses
Crime at El Paso Juan Chaves from 10 drops to a
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
teaspoonful.
charged with burglary and theft of acts directly on blood and mucous
over $50 was bound over to the grand surfaces of
system. They offer one
jury at El Paso under bail of ?50. hundred dollars for
any case it afils
Estevan S. Gonzales is on trial at El to cure.
Send for circulars and testi
Paso for burglarizing the home of
monials.
Samuel Apodaca. He is alleged to
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
have carried away a bureau.
Toledo, Ohio.
Smallpox at Lordsburg Juan MarSold by Druggists, 75c.
tinez employed at the Eighty-fivmine
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
near Lordsburg sent to Mexico for
pation.
his wife and daughter.
When these
arrived at Lordsburg, it was discovered that the daughter had smallpox
We Have Built Up
and it was evident that the girl had
the disease when she came from
.luarez to El Paso and passed the immigration officers. This is the second
case of smallpox passed recently into
THE PACE FOR 1911
Grant county by the immigration offiwill surely be set by our livery stacers, says the Western Liberal.
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
Two New Mexico Deaths in
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
Alva C. Wood, an employe in
the operating department of the
or you have an engagement where a
Southwestern system at Tucumcari
carriage Is necessary or proper, send
1
N. It., died in an El Paso hospital,
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
having gone there for an operation
and
for peritonitis. The remains 'will be
be pleased with our service
returned to Webb City, Mo., his naprices.
tive home, by Fred L. Wood, a broth
er. Wilhentina,
WILLIAMS 1 BISIDG
daugh
WE HANDLE LUMBER
ter of Mr. and ILrs. William J. Geek, In large quantities and have every
110 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 13S Re4
died after an illness lasting one week.
modern facility for furnlialng the
The body was shipped to La Tuna for
very beet rough or dressed
interment.
e

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

45

Moved to Cloudcroft
of ":.'' Alamo national

Coats,

'

Tailor.

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

PHONE
BLACK

Headquarters
Headquarters

the
the

Suits, Skirts, Jackets,

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball
Stock

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCK

j.

1

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

WHOLESALE
Aft D RETAIL

1

RATON
YANKEE

Julius Muralter Screened

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

Wholesale

purifying

blood, assists

LADIES TAILORING

Ladies Attention

THO vlAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

THE

i

neck. It is almost entirely hereditary
in its origin, being the dregs or remains of some specific blood poison.
Where the blood is greatly weakened
with the scrofulous poison, the disease
attacks other portions of the system
besides the glands, and then we see its
effects in weak eyes, poorly developed
uoules, running sores anu utcers, sKin
Diseases, especially on the scalp, ca
tarrhal troubles, etc. Scrofula usually
makes its appearance in childhood,
though manhood or womanhood may
be reached before the poison progresses to the stage of outward tuani- testation. S. S. S. is the one real cure
for Scrofula. It is a blood purifier
without an equal, and it cures this
destructive blood poison by removing
every trace of the infection from the
S. S. S., in addition to
circulation.
and
cleansing

j

miiwraigr- -

HERE'S

Scrofula is a disease manifested

usually by a swelling and ulceration
of the glands, especially about the

I

For You

See

Soon

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

HERE DITAHY BLOOD P0I5QH

Columbus News.

Our constancy is deep,
Toward those who lie asleep,
Forgetful of the strain and mortal

STETSON SHOES

Rabbits

t

How living are the dead!
Enshrined, but not apart.
How safe within the heart
We hold them still our dead,
Whatever else be fled!

Gentlemen

Style
Fit
Wear
Comfort

Id

take it. At
the Kali of U'i,5 1 beRan towell
and rothis time I am perfectly
my weiKiir
bust. Mv aiipetite is pood
110
to
110
pounds.
from
increased
as
Not a trace of my old trouble remains
I will Khnily express the merits of tins
medicine to anyone."
M. L. CERHARnT.
ISitrned)
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Throat and I.ung
Fever:
Asthma. Hay
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
Laboratory,
Eckman
the
to
and write
Philadelnhia. Pa., for additional evidence.
and
leadine
Salo
druggists
all
hv
For
by Zook's Pharmacy in Sania Ke.

f

Hunting

SCROFULA

af-

ter the arrival from Kef Meade, South
Dakota, it was learnt d by the sol
lit crop about
diers that the jack)
tiful and that
Columbus was very
the mule eared pes; :iad been pesti
eating until somettr. i. must be done.
War was at once dV Met! against the
detachment of
little fellows and
Uncle Sam's boys w ; soon out scout-- ,
far until the
ing and had not pi
fun commenced,
proved great
no i'Stimate as
sport and there can
to the numbers th: :.re killed each
the boys say
day. Besides the s
jackrabbit meat n :, s pretty fair
for a change
camp chuck and j
they are putting tii ,n to good use."

Jl

PHONE
BLACK

WATCH THIS SPACE
THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.

FE- -

45

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

AVENUE
8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85

Smitbirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

&

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAR C

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRanclies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
A I
rUR JALLp

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

LAUNDRY

j

"Wood

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

Lumber
Agents HUBBS
School Girls Tamper With Auto
are
We
thu
Phone
of
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
every description.
Four El Paso school girls, said to be
n Mondays ana luesaays
aundry
beit
to
enabled
the
make
very
prlcei
members of prominent families, may
and dellveron xnursuays anu r riuays
eucll
of
for
Lumber
high
grade.
face charges of malicious mischief in
All work is guaranteed; your
Ve will be pleased to figure on your
80CKB are mended and buttons
police court as a result o throwing
sewed on you shirts, without
the lever on the electric oar of Dr. R. contracts.
extra charge.
C. Robinson, causing it to start wild
across tne street, where it struck a
PHONB RED 122. PHONE RED 1M.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
Sawed

Lump

CERRILLOS

Charles W. Dudrow

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horsos, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone S

When In Need of Anything in th
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOn

Experience-Tha- t

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our ex
right knowledge of prt
aids us in proper selecti

Is What Counts.

of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMA

J

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

20,

1911.
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A GOOD REASON.

wa

FOR SALE Chicago ticket for $12.
Address New Mexican office.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping.
Inquire 212
McKenzie.
FOR RENT Four room, furnished
house on south Don Gaspar avenue.
Apply at this office.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar

Santa Fe Typewriter

anteed.

Ex-

Phone 231.

change.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(06904)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
8, 1911.

February

Fe People Can Tel!
It It So

Yen; Why

Dean's Kidney Pills cure tie cause
'2 disease, and that i3 why the cures
're always lasting. This remedy
trengthens and tones uj the kidneys,
elping them to drive out of the body
ha liquid poisons that cause back
cae, headache and distressing kidney
ad urinary complaints. Santa Fe people testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortis y Baca, Alto St, Santa
'e, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procur-- d
Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
rr pains in my back which had
.roubled me for three years. Doan's
Sidney Pills brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that gav a
ublic statement in their faver. Nc s.
Iter two and a half years have pass-d- ,
I gladly confirm every word of that
flBtimonai. I can add that I have
ilnce used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
hem a more thorough trial and have
received great rellet I konw that
his remedy Is a sure cure Sor backache and kidney complaint."
Tot sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
Co., Buffalo,
;nts.
'ew Tork, sols stents for the United
Foster-MUbur-

Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on ftates.
Remember iia name Doan's and
Aug. 4, 1905, made homestead entry
No.
NE
for NW
Vs no other.
S
Section
NE
NW
SE
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E-- , N. M.
NEW MEXICO CERTIFICATES OF
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
HOLDERS'
INDEBTEDNESS
tion to make final five year proof, to
NOTICE.
establish claim to the land above deCertificate of Indebtedness.
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
To meet a casual deficit in the revU. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
enues, dated March 1, 1909.
Notice is hereby given to the holdClaimant names as witnesses:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, ers of the following described CertifiCruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., cates of indebtedness that all of the
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
same have been and are hereby called
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for redemption on March 1, 1911, and
Register. will be cashed and redeemed on presentation thereof at the office of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Territorial Treasurer, Santa Fe, N.
Not Coal.)
(014569
M., such certificates of Indebtedness
Pecos National Forest
being: $S,500, 6 per cent certificates
Department of the Interior,
of indebtedness, to meet casual deficit
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
in the revenues, dated March 1st,
January 17, 1911.
20 per cent
1909, due March 1, 1914
Act, June 11, 1906.
of issue payable by lot annually. At
Notice is hereby given that William
the drawing held in the office of the
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on Novemterritorial treasurer, the following
ber
1910, made homestead
8439-0690-

1--

4

25,
No. 014569,

N

1--

4

2

for N

entry numbered certificates
NW
SE
"ailed
SE
and NE and are hereby
Numbers, 24,
of Section tion:
SE
1--

4

2

NW
SE
SW
NW
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Rivera, and Crlstino Rivera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

4

4

4

1-- 4

4

4

Register.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave

were drawn
for

redemp-

34,
28, 32,
36, 38, 43, 48, 51, 53, 54, 57, 61, 68, 72,
78, and 82. Each and eveiy one being

fo the amount of five hundred

dol-

lars.
All such certificates of Indebtedness cease to draw interest from and
after March 1, 1911.
Notice is also hereby given to the
holders of the following described
Certificates of Indebtedness that all
of the same have been hereby called
for redemption on March 1, 1911, and
will be cashed and redeemed on presentation thereof at the office of the
Territorial Treasurer, Santa Fe, N.
M., such certificates of indebtedness
being: $18,000.00, 6 per cent Certift
cates of Indebtedness, "To provide
of Arfunds for the completion
mories " dated April 1, 1909, due Apr.
1, 1912, subject to call at any time.
The numbers now called, being 1 to
36 inclusive.
Each and every one being of the amount of five hundred dollars.
All such certificates of indebtedness cease to draw interest from and
after March 1, 1911.
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Jan. 30th, 1911.

vention. Judge Mann has boon a
Mabry for State Senate T. J Ma-- ! storm center ever since he cm me to
bry, editor of the Clovis News, K'il! the territory, and as is natural with
be a candidate for the state s "ati'la born finhter who does
from Curry county. The 01 a printer rear or
defeat, he has been also the
would be pleased to see Mr. Mabry a object of bitter attacks by those who
member of the first state legislature. U)Un him in their wav
,,..,,,
even if he is a Democrat.
Being a is at present a prominent member of
newspaper man covera a multitude of the Albuquerque bar, and is not the
sins Fort Sumner Republican.
least among the brilliant legal talent
of the metropolis.
His service on the
A Powerful Trio.
supreme bench of New Mexico has
Without attempting to interfere in
the politics of that almost-stator that is recognized hroughout. the terinfluence any of its voters, it does ritory.
look mightily as if A. B. Fall and W.
Judge Mann was born at Beatrice,
J. Mills would soon be sitting in the Nebraska, in 1SG7. He attended school
United States Senate and answering in Nebraska, Kansas, and
Texas, and
to the roll call from Xew ' Mexico,
graduated from the college at Belle
while Governor Bursum will he no
In
10
Plaine, Texas.
began
stranger in Santa Fe. El Paso Her- reading law in the office of L. H.
ald.
and
Thompson of Norton, Kansas,
was admitted to practice before the
Interesting Time Ahead If the supreme court of Nebraska 20 years
president and both Houses of con ago. After opening a law olllce at
De-- ,
gress approve me constitution
Norton he removed to Cripple Creek,
fore March 4, then New Mexico will then in the hey-de- y
of its glory and
become a state instanter, and the f rom there rem0Ved to Gering.' Neb-nefour months will be about the j raska engaging in the practice of law
most lively and interesting that New there for nine years,
serving two
Mexico has ever encountered for the
as prosecuting attorney for
yars
new state will called on to select an Scotts Bluff
county. In ions, he set- entire state government
from the tied in Las Cruces becoming a
down, including all the mem-- ! her of a well known law firm
fin
bers of the legislature, besides two June i 0f that year, be was am.ointed
sen-at
representatives
large and two
' to the supreme bench of New
El Paso Daily Herald.
h the Mow M.ii,
en
,tm
es with pride the fact that it was the
'Booming Andrews Them's our sen-- . first newspaper to endorse him for
timents, brother. Mr. Andrews, like that position and to work for his
human beings, has his faults, but point ment. It was a recess appoint-hi- s
services to the whole people of ment, for the newly created Sixth
e
territory, regardless of section or dicial district, and he was
entitled him to fene of the sena j ed in December 1903. He wrote sev- torships of the new state; and he eral of the most interesting opinions
should
have it without a struggle. in the New Mexico reports, and after
Besides his splendid record as dele-- ! serving out his term, and upon the
Andrews and his qualifications of a successor, he
gate to congress,
will he a big help to fie tired to the practice of law at Albu- new state in a body of politician?, querque. Recently he was appointed
who are inclined to hit us a rap at ev district
attorney at Albuquerque by
ery opportunity.
Republicans and Governor Mills. He made himself a
Democrats alike should see to it that name in the Duke City by his fearless
Mr. Andrews is one of the senators
from New Mexico. Carlsbad Argus.
fight on the Red Light district in favor of public and civic decency. He
Judge Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque. is to the fore politically, and a tower
Vigorous and aggressive in the de of strength to his party and his comfense of his principles and his party, munity. Judge Mann is a Mason, an
Judge Edward A. Mann is a political Elk, a Knight of Pythias, Red Man

Appropriations For National
Forests in New Mexico
and Southwest
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mem-govern-
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Ju-th-
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The Place to buy
them is at the

CHANCE

The Santa Fe Trail

Washington, D. C, Feb. '!'. The
bill to allow the Territory of Arizona
t0 1v-- faxc's aurmS 'lie enforced in-- j
activity of the Arizona legislature,
' dlle t0
t,je clause of the enabling act
no session of the
Arizona legislature shall be held in
VJH," has passed both the House and
the senate, and now only awaits the
signature of the president to become
a law. Although the president may
withhold his name from some Arizona
documents, such as the constitution
and he has never allowed himself to
be quoted on this subject he will!
sign the Arizona tax bill, for he has
been informed of the emergency that
exists.
The Arizona constitution will not.
be without friends when it arrives in
Washington. Among its friends in the
upper House will be Senators Bourne
of Oregon, Iiristow of Kansas, Brown
of Nebraska, Clapp of Minnesota,
Cummins of Iowa, Dixon of Montana,
and La Follette of Wisconsin.
A representative who is favorable
to the constitution, suggests that it1
might be possible for Arizona to be
admitted yet, and he cited the case
of New Mexico as an example.
For
instance, the senate and the House
have passed a joint resolution fixing
the boundary line between Texas and
New Mexico, contrary to the constitu
tion, and the document will probably
not meet with a dissenting vote, now
that this question is settled.
This friend of Arizona suggested
that it might be possible, since congress has established the precedent
in the case of New Mexico, to pass a
joint resolution eliminating from Arizona's constitution whatever feature
is the most objectionable, say the recall of judges tor example, and approve the remainder of it. A clause
in the New Mexico constitution was
rendered void and of no effect; why
may not objectionable features !n the
Arizona constitution be removed in
the same way, they ask.
Forest Service In Southwest.
While the southwest will share
more or less largely in the Indian ap
propriations, in another branch, New
M xico and Arizona are substantially
remembered in the forestry service.
For salaried and fief i and station expenses in the two territories the following amounts have been set aside:
Alamo national forest, New Mexico,
i

national

Apache

forest,

Arizona,

$11,077.

Carson national forest, New

Mexi-co-

,

$15,920.

Chiricabua

national forest, Arizona,

$.',,4.39.

Coconino national forest,

Arizona,

$14,!42.

Coronado national forest,
$i:.,r.l7.
Crook national forest,

?:

l

Arizona,
v

Arizona,

$s,7r,o.

Dalil national forest, New Mexico,

hoarseness and 'or racking lagrippe
No opiates.
Refuse subcoughs.
Sold a', the Capital Pharstitutes.

$1S.::04.

Dixie national forest, Utah and Arizona, $4,237.
Mexico,
Gila national forest, New

macy.

Jemez national forest, New Mexico,

MILITARY INSTITUTE

m

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DepartInstitution."
ment as "Distinguished
Array officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Health
iest location of any Military bcnooi in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS--

E

r

Jim 'yrMfm

!!pjj
PRICES
To

Suite Every Purse

Ranging From

$15

to $200

Fine New Line of

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS
A New Lot of Small

Extra Fancy
here
this
Week. Be
Gray Navajos
Sure to see them before they all go.

Santa

Fo Trail Curio Company

the post offices and
postoffice sites.
!IR.SI.
Minor Matters.
your Drugs lt ( r a
l.ans:
hl.?h(A r' IWtmnd TirtirxiA
Mrs. Maggie Lasier o 101 Guadarill in Kvd ftnfl
il:;M.n
irulct with
lupe street, .Santa Fe. X. M., has been
V
ike no other. Rut nf
f r
111 rill
TFHM
Irutfct(.
allowed accrued back pension from
Kehv-lthe date of the death of her husband.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS FVERYWHFRf
New Mexico postmasters have been
Joel J. Garri- vious to the date of the examination.
appointed as follows:
son, Ieach; George K. Rowland,
This examination is open to all citiWalter A. Dow, Colmor; J. zens of the United States
who comDenton Sims, Mescalero.
ply with the requirements.
This announcement contains all inHERE IS A JOB
formation which is communicated to
FOR AN EDITOR. applicants
regarding the scope of the
examination, the vacancy or vacanEditorial Assistant in the Bureau of cies to he filled, and the qualifications
Mines May Draw From $1200 to
required.
$1500 a Year.
Applicants should at once apply
The United States Civil Service either to the United
States civil
Commission announces an examina- service commission, Washington, D.
tion on March 29, 1911, at Roswell, C, or to the secretary of the board
Las Vegas. Santa Fe and Albuquer- of examiners at any place mentioned
que to secure eligibles from which in the list printed hereon, for applito make certification to fill a vacan- cation and examination form 1312. No
cy in the position of editorial assist- application will be accepted unless
ant, in the Bureau of Mines, Dapart-men- t properly executed and filed with the
In applyof the Interior, at a salary of commission at Washington.
from $1,200 to $1,500 per annum, ac- ing for this examination the exact
cording to qualifications, and vacan- title as given at the head of this an- cies requiring similar qualifications nouncement should be used in the apas they may occur, unless it shall be plication.
decided in the interest of the service
As examination" papers are shipped
to fill such vacancy by reinstatement, direct from the commission to th
transfer, or promotion.
place of examination, it is necessary
The examination will consist of the that applications be received in Sm-.- ,.
subjects given below, weighted as in- pie time to arrange for the examination desired at the place indicated by
dicated :
the applicant. The commission will
The
:!0;
Proof
20;
Editing
.reading
o
sis 30 ; Education and experience 20. ther,fore arrange to examine any
plicant whose application is received
Total
to Permit tne shipment of the
Applicants who fail to show in their jin ,ime
$G,000,00i) for

CHICHESTER S PILLS
al
:V
A

rcarsknownfc'.l(M.S-itev.t.Alway-

ap-jn-

application that they are graduates
of a college or technical school and
forest,
Kaibab
that their education at such instltu-$C,!S2.
tion included courses in chemistry,
Lincoln national forest, New Mexiand mathematics beyond
physics,
co, $C.9S2.
will not be adplane
trigonometry,
MexiManzano national forest, New
mitted to the examination.
co, $3,003.
Age limit, 21 years or over on the
national forest, Arizona, date of the examination.
Pecos
$11,737.
T'nder a recent act of Congress ap-- j
Prescott national forest, Arizona, lkants for this examination will be
$11,000.
required to be examined in the state
Sitgreaves national forest, Arizona, or territory for at least one year pre- -

necessary papers..

$!.",409.

national

U

Arizona,

1

j

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell,
daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

$12.S81.

national

forest,

Arizona,

Tusayan national forest,

Arizona,

Tonto
$7,433.

A

$11,918.

factor who must be reckoned with in
the new state. It was he, who during
the campaign for delegates to the
constitutional campaign, stood most
steadfastly for the safe and sane prin -

A. CAH00N President,
W, G. HAMILTON, V President;
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated
catalogue address. Col. JAS.W. WILSON,
Superintendent.

COMMITTEES

ON

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

In response to resolutions passed at
the meeting of the New Mexico educational association at Las Vegas,
seeking to better the public school
conditions of New Mexico, Professor
J. S. Hofer, of Tucumcari, president

RIDE IN THE MOON

the association, has appointed four
committees. A committee to petition
the National Association
to take
steps toward the standardization of
the , terminology of grammar Frank
R. Roberts, East Las Vegas,
chairman; J. E. Clark, Santa Fe; T. W.
Conway, Raton; W. E. Garrison, Agricultural College, and W. A. Poore,
Clovis. A committee to present a
memorial to the first session of the
state legislature asking for an enfor-cibl- e
law requiring qualifications of
experience and education for all candidates for the office of county superintendent Joseph Gill, Clayton, chairman; C. C. Hill, Roswell; E.
John H.
Gray, Albuquerque;
Vaughn, Agricultural College; Bias
of

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair anL care for all 'makes
GASOLINE AtfD SUPPLIES.

Mac-Quee- n

FE GAR AGE J

"Claire" Building

j

$3,770.

REMEMBER THE NAME.
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
and colds, for croup,
bronchitis,

Curio Store

Congress Might Strike Out Ob- jectionable Recall and Initiative Provisions.

j

is;,

STILL HAS

ARIZONA

Tone purity, ease of operation durability unequalled

$17.6(iC.

NEW MEXICO

IS THE liEST

PHONOGRAPH

ciples that were embodied in '.tie con- stitution, even at a time when other
lcad?rg were inclined to Veld. His
masterful defense of the renresenta- tive form of government helped to
.turn the tide in favor nf the Uemib! ,,
H
,
rreQt ;.,.

Nixon Candidate for Judge.
Sam J. Nixon came down from Fo
tales last night to remain two days
situation.
looking into the political
Mr. Nixon will be a candidate for dis- tnct judge when statehood comes. He
is a lawyer well known over eastern
New Mexico.- -

D. & Ft. G. Ry.

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west.
Arrive 8 p. ni., with connections
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west

THE EDISON

FROM CAPITA L

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive .t Santa Fe 12:10
P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
P. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
M. A. OTERO,
Returning arrive at'Sana Fe 11:10 Treasurer of the Territory of New
Mexico.
P. m.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.

NEWS NOTES

NEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS!

JPalace! Ave.

Zuni national forest, Arizona and
New Mexico, $5,2S7.
Irrigation and Road Making,
The sum of $SO,000 is also appro
priated for investigation into the laws
respecting irrigation in the different
and connected with other social and states and territories, with especial
the best methods for
secret organizations.
He has all the suggestions for of
irrigation waters in
the utilization
elements of popularity and personal
and upon the use of difagriculture,
magnetism that make for successful ferent kinds of power and appliances
political leadership and prominence. for irrigation and for the preparation
and illustration of reports and bulletins on irrigation.
Sanchez, Wagon Mound. A commitThe sum of $00,000 is also approtee to investigate the state in regard
priated for investigations into the best
to the consolidation of schools, their methods of road making, and the best
report to be made to the various kinds of road making materials, and
county superintendents for approval for furnishing expert advice on road
or disapproval
which if favorable, making and maintenance.
shall report the bill for the next legCattle Inspection.
islature C. M. Light, Silver Gity,
In the bureau of animal industry,
chairman; Isaac W. Dwire, Taos; A. aside from salaries to several em- A. Kaiser, Dayton; A. B. Stroup, Alployes in the southwest, the sum of
buquerque; Lacy Simms, Alamogordo. $250,000 is appropriated for the erad- A committee to present a memorial
ication of cattle ticks, and a great
to the political convention of the va- deal of this will be
spent in Texas.
rious state parties, asking that men
Las Cruces Postoffice.
of the highest educational ability be
The site for the Las Cruces federal
chosen as nominees for the office of
selected last week at the cor- building
of
public instruction ner of
superintendent
and Main streets will
Griggs
W. D. Sterling, Albuquerque, chairIt ' is
cost
$15,000.
the
government
man; Rupert F. Asplund, Santa Fe;
Las
sold
was
the
115x135
and
by
feet
J. F. Bowlds, Santa Fe; R. R. Larkin,
as-East Las Vegas; R. W. Twining, Gal- Cruces Building and Improvement El
with
the
common
In
sociation.
of
the educational
lup. President
council, J. E. Clark, Santa Fe, is Paso site and 200 or 300 others, there
chairman on school exhibits, C. ,S. is no money available for their purCramer, Tucumcari; reading circle chase now, but the treasury depart
board, ftufus Meada, East Las Vegas; ment officials have the assurance ot
C. M. Light, Silver City;
Bonifaci 1 the leaders in the House that the sundries civil appropriation hill will carry
Montoya, Bernalillo.
;

"BetterThan Usual"
Breakfast'

Post Toasties
With Cream.

j

"The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd, Battle Creek, Mich.
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Judge Alton H. Parker, not
candidate
;igo presidential
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by mail

Daily, six months,

months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

Weekly, six

$3.50
1.00
2.00

the
that

are reported by today's cables from

Democracy, and one of the most level headed jurists on the Democratic
side, in an address at the banquet to
Judge Hughes of the United States
Supreme Court, scored the Arizona
and
constitution most unmercifully
declared emphatically against the initiative and the recall, especially as
And still, some
applied to judges.
brethren dream
of the Democratic
that their party is solid and united,
even though the name Democratic is
carried by at least three totally distinct and different parties, if parties
are to be judged by the principles that
they espouse. This holds as good for
New Mexico as it does for the entire
United States.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
and Superintendent.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
C5
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

so long agreeable. - Still, It is better than
the earthquakes and the intense cold
of

southeastern Europe.

Comes to Former

Weather Bureau Observer
Santa Fe.

FRATERNAL

R.

SOCIETIES

J.

U.
in

S.

(From Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction,
Colorado.)

Montezuma

J,

Reg-Ma-

6.

BEAD, Cashiei.

FRAIK

McKASE,

Assistant Cashier.

is nrst Mrnrnm

No

Lodge

1, A. F. & A. M.

PALES. President,

L. A, HUGHES,

MASONIC.

ROBERT M. HARDINGE
GOES TO SEATTLE
Promotion

M.

r

OF QAflTA FE.

communication!

flrst Monday ot eael
month & Masonic ha',
at 7.30 v. zu.

fh Oldest Banking Institution in
Hsw RTcxnc. E3t25)IishJ In 1S79

H. H. DORMAN,
Master

$150,000
Capital Stock
Robert M. Hardinge, observer In CHAS. E. L1NNEY, Secretary.
of
Profits
Undivided
80.000
office
and
the Grand Junction
charge
Surplus
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
of the weather bureau, has received
s
Banta Fe Chapter No. L
transportation and preliminary orIt is sent to
Transacts general banking business in all iU branches.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
5
ders to relieve the marine agent of
2 Loans money on the most favorable terms on aU kinds of
vocation second Monday ot
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
the bureau in Seattle, Washington,
each month at Masonic
and at once takes charge of that ofamong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Ll. f i.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds ana
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
THE PROBATE COURTS.
fice. This news was received by Mr.
cj
stocks ia ail markets for its customer.
Buys and sella
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P.
There are a few things in the Ari Hardinge yesterday and tomorrow he
.
.
tk 1.
E
and
makes
domestic
sad
ARTHUE
New
Mexi
exchange
zona constitution that tho
telegraphic tranter
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
willt probably receive orders stating
can likes better than the correspond the exact
civilized
of
on as liberal terras
the
world
of
te
all
which
will
money
he
parts
day upon
ing provisions in the New Mexico leave. The news of his departure will
3 as are jiven by any money transmitting agency public or
j
No
Fe
Santa
Commandery
fundamental law. The Arizona con be received In Grand Junction with
ALL CAN CONTRIBUTE,
THE FORT SUMNER DISTRICT.
1, K. T. Regular conclav.
private. Interest allowed on time djpoetts at the rate t three
The Bureau of Immigration has es- stitution, for instance abolishes pro great regret for in this city Mr. Har
A striking twenty-fou- r
page pamph-- :
tourtk Monday in each 5
vests
and
courts
bate
jurisprobate
of
par cent per annum, on six months' er years' time. Libenrf
the
a
Fort
saved
new
of
into
field
of
will
host
a
leave
advertising
sincere
dinge
let, beautifully illustrated,
month at Mnonic Hall ati
courts
where
diction
in
district
the
is
is
that,
advances
county,
made on consignments rf lSvesi&ck anj product.
p
friends and well wishers.
Sumner district. Guadalupe
being successfully employed
7:30 p. m.
and where there is assurThe charge of the office of marine
j
at hand, and might well serve as a by cities like Soonane. San Antonio. it belongs
C.
The
all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
executes
CHAS.
E.
bank
A.
WHEELON,
It Texas, Colorado Springs, and even'ance tha-- Sll('h scandals are avoided
model for a Santa Fe pamphlet.
agent in Seattle will, however, be a W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.'
2, and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all res
pacts,
distinct promotion for Mr. Hardinge
is sensiblv written and sets forth the Boston and New York. That is the!as mmt necessarily follow the
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- letters to istration of probate law by
who has spent twenty-siyears in the
advantages ot the district without the- sending of
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
or in
i service of the bureau. His work will
customary exaggeration or immigia- nve nunareu papers tnrougnout. tne versed in the law,
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of tfee
.
. in
consist in collecting the observations 14th degree. Ancient and Accept
tion literature. The man who reads it country at frequent intervals. These is not strictly one of rt
is rcsptfchilly solici&el- public
meeu
Scottish
which
Rite
are
Free
the records
of
Masonry
indifferently of sea captains reporting at Seattle
is apt to be convinced that in the 'letters, on account of their news and
on the third Monday of each month itw
them for the use
Fort Sumner district, a man witn i feature values, will be printed free of kept. New Mexico's probate law is and
7:30 o'clock in the evening tn
modest capital, and determination to charge. Every newspaper at frequent about as bad a muddle as one can of the weather service. His office will at
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
find on any statute books and its adbe. in effect a clearing house for the
persevere, will eventually gather a intervals experiences a dearth of news
ministration in some instances is ship logbooks, the material from Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
competency besides establishing an during which such articles are
inrited to attend.
worse. Estates have a habit of .dis- which will be used for the
home. The brief historical j come "fillers."
They do not adver-monthly dially
S. SPIT '., 32.
so
is
it
without
said,
any
diappearing,
beJ
and
the
is
district
them
bureau
to
weather
tise
and
review
says:
interesting
maps of the
furnishing
one
unVenerable Maste?.
a
or
remain
question,
the
raising
from
"This land was first taken
rectly. but indirectly, and often the
compiled into a history of the weath- HENRY F.
settled long after the statutory time. er all over the globe.
STEPHENS, 32.
Mr. Hardinge
public domain by the United States indirect advertisement has greater
8ecrery.
government in 1853 and set aside as value than the direct advertisement, Executors and administrators fail to will relieve the man who had charge
a military reservation. In these,early it takes labor and newspaper ability file reports when due, and even neg- of the weather bureau's exhibit at the
lect to file inventories of the proper- Seattle exposition and who was reB. P. O. E.
days it was necessary to haul all sup-- to prepare articles that will prove
WILLIAM VAUGHN. PROP,
from the Missouri river and the ceptable, but fortunately, the Bureau ty that has come into their custody. tained there for the marine office.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. fi,
It
is
as
an
loose
about
administration
Mr. Hardinge has held a number of holds its regular session on the lac- need of a location, where provisions 0f Immigration has as its secretary, a
One of
Best
in the
could be secured at .ow cost was im- brilliant and energetic young journal- as can be tolerated and Arizona is very important offices in the serv- ond and fourth Wednesday of each
wise
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ROOMS
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jurisdiction
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preIf.
B.
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month.
war
The
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Invited
WITH
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ice of the bureau, spending
PRIVATE BATTI
certain
ist,
department
Visiting brothers
Hening, and it
eight
perative.
in courts
the public confi- years in charge of the New York sta- and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
empted 12.000 acres in this valley and that he will succeed in getting mora dence andpossessing
Cuisine
and
under
of
strict
NaLarge
Samplej
scrutiny
tions and an equal length of time' in J. D. SENA.
Exalte Ruler.
Ft. Sumner was established. The
advertising for New Mexico by this
Table Service
Room for Comdistrict
and the charge of the observations at Santa
au- method than could be had otherwise bench,
attorney
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Indians
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Secretary.
Unex celled
mercial Travelers
Fe in New Mexico. He was section
thorities a great deal of trouble about by the expenditure of thousands of members of the Bar.
New
However,
constituto
Mexico,'s
determined
was
dollars. It is a plan that a live chamdirector in New York and has been in
this time and it
F.
W. FARMER.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
tion leaves the way open for reform
WASHINGTON AVENUE
charge of stations all over the east.
segregate them on the reservation ber of commerce in Santa Fe would and the
Homestead No. 2879.
abolishing of the probate
In this city he earned the recogniand, if possible, make useful citizens adont if it had a naid secrptarv and
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
of the nomads. Eight thousand mem- it is also a plan to which every person r0llrt' or requiring that the probate tion of being the pioneer observer to Meet
Second and Fourth Thursdays,
sha!1 be a man versed
Judge
the
into
moved
were
of
this
tribe
can
in
work
bers
connection with the ranchin,
contribute, bv sending to Mr.
or
Delgado's Hall.
court
to
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compel
of
keeP
men during frost seasons to the exmaking Hening at Albuquerque, live material
the valley and the work
H.
Foreman C. G. Richie, '
a
a
cases
of
Or"cord
and
proce-Santtent of keeping the office open all Cor. Sec.
about the industrial development of (ockt
canals, ditches, etc., was begun.
Mrs.
hand-cris(lllre
talsy Farmer.
chards and vineyards were set out,
Fe and surroundings,
night during the danger period and
brief, d a"J decisions, and opinions
'
down' K is a subJ'ect that
in
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and
put
temin
items
out
inter-on
which
news
the
the
wheat,
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giving
hourly reports
flrst
ot
should
Beavers.
tackle
Order
creact
and
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
was
leatme
oasis
an
Independent
as
if by magic
and
est predominates, such as new irriperature conditions to all parts of the
Wlth an eye to the best interests
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
ated that became fmous all '" rough gation projects, successful results ,,p
valley. This practice, now in use all
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Surety Bonds

Real Estate

INSUEANCE
FURNISHED AND
MODERN RESIDENCES
BUILDINGS,
UN-FU- R

For Rent

N I S H E D,

AND STORE

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RAN-

For Sale

CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
'
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WATSON
A.

(C.

&

COMPANY

BISHOP.)

Phone. Red Ho. 189

St.

19 San Francisco

shirtwaist salesman of
Boston, is at the Montezuma.
L. A. Bond, a prominent merchant
of Estancia, is at the Palace.
Captain Welch of Avalanche, N. Y.,
is a sightseer at the Coror.ado.
.Mrs. E. I. Montgomery of Dallas,
Texas, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. N. Beadey
and
son of Gallup, are visiting friends in
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Force
of
Rochester, X. Y., are sightseers at
the Montezuma.
J. M. Archuleta, Jr., a well known
merchant of Lumberton, Rio Arriba
county, is at the Palace.
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, the court stenographer, has gone to Estancia to
take testimony in a case there.
Mrs. C. M. Spease fo Marshal, 111.,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B.
Hayward of this city. Mrs. Spease is
on her way to the Grand Canon.
Bert M. Casley, C. J. Dawc and J.
E. Sullivan, are Denverites registered
Saturday at the Palace hotel.
W. 0. Dutton and J. E. Colton. registering from Lumberton, Rio Arriba
county, are in the city on business.
J. F: Earnest, E. A. Thames and L.
H. Darby are Denver
businessmen
registered at the Montezuma.
Attorneys Fred H. Ayers of Estancia and F. F. Jennings ot" Willard,
were in Santa Te today on court matC. L. Fife, a

CAPITAL S50,000.00

ters.

L. H. Gibson, city agent
for the
New Mexico Central, is ill in bed at
the Sanitarium, with an attack of
appendicitis.
B. F. Miller of Searchlight,
Neb.,
who is interested in the project of
connecting Taos and Santa Fe by auto
line, is at the Montezuma.
B. C. Spear is here from his lumber camp near Truchas. Rio Arriba
county, on business with Game and
Fish Warden, T. P. Gable.
W. F. Tucker, district superintendent for a well known correspondence
school, was here yesterday from Denver and will return March 1.
0. C. Watson, the well known real

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
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NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE
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Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs,' have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
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THE "ROYAL" SPRING OPENING

;

We are so positive that our remedy will permanently relieve constipation, no matter how chronic it may 7.35; light $7.2.". f 7. 40.
be. that we offer to furnish the medicine at our expense should it fail to
produce satisfactory results.
It is worse than useless to attempt
to cure constipation
Rooms
with cathartic
Laxatives or cathartics do
Nat'l Bank.
drugs.
much harm.
They cause a reaction,
or Month.
By Day-Weirritate and weaken the bowels and
more
tend to make constipation
J. E. LACO.ME.
chronic.
Besides, their use becomes
-!Trr
a habit that is dantrerous.
Constipation is caused by a weak- ffiBPflBATIfiV
MFVff
I
ness of the nerves and muscles of the
large intestine or des ending colon.
RUES XQ FORMS.
To expect permanent relief you must
therefore tone up and strengthen Published September, 1910. All Laws 00
these organs and restore them to a) rjasses 0f corporations on Banking
healthier activity.
we want you to try imxaii Order- - motion, Mining, Railroads, etc Com- lies on our recommendation.
They plete Rules and ForiBS for Filing.
Statehood does not affect this book
are exceedingly pleas;;::' to take, be-;i i '
-mg eaten Uhe cane,, ami are Hie
rritortal laws remain in fore.
8en
.ersons a..
for children, delict.:.
ate constitution. There will
robust.'"nature
,,
old folks, as well
the
sion for three years.
They act directly on tie nerves and
muscles of the
They appar- .Jr.,. ' r. nlhil,
.nth, llnl.i 1 nniltr',1
ls. They do
associate organs or
Write for Circular.
not purge, cause exees.Mvo looseness
nor create any inconvenience whatev- C. F. KAN EN Santa Fe, M. N.
er. They may be taken at any time,
day or night. They will positively re- lieve chronic or habitual constipation,
if not of surgical variety, ami the my
riads of associate or dependent
chronic ailments, if taken with reguM. A. Stanton, Lessee.
larity for a reasonable length of time.

The object of this early opening is not only to take
your measure for your Spring or Easter suit or overcoat

-

but to entertain you with an exhibit of the handsomest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.

FOR RENT
Furnished
ek

It is as though the ROYAL

TAILORS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring Woolen
Market in to a great magic seive.

'c"

935

bo-..-

.

And then had sifted out the heart of them all in
to the ROYAL SPRING Line.

For this magnificient Spring array
truly comprises
wheat-t- he
richest selections-th- e
blue
ribbon "prize winners" of all the woolen innovations
that the world-wid- e
looms have turned out for. Spring

the very golden

PaSS, $7.00

Whatever is new- - and
appealing-an- d
authentic in Spring Woolen Styles, whether it comes
from the North of England or the South of Scotland,
live-an- d

ELK'S THEATRE

25
12 tablets, 10 cents; :;fi tablets,
cents. Sold in Santa Fo only at our
store The Rexall Store. The Fischer

the attractive pattern is bought for the "Royal'' line.
The science of correct measurement is an art and
not guess work with us. By personal lessons at the
factory and instruction at first hands we have mastered the business and can guarantee perfect satisfaction.
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Drug Co.

"Washingtons Birthday'

Remarks ...Mrs. C. D. Faunce, Pres. The Prince of Dialect Comedians
Words of Frances E. Willard
Mrs. W. II. Smythe

BEN HOLMES

Biographical Sketch .Mrs. J. E. Wood
Mrs. R.
Solo "Victory Bells"
G. Byrd
Mrs. C. D. Faunce
Reading,
Tribute by Members of Congress..
Mrs. E. E. Friday
Miss Maude Hancock
Solo
The Present Status of the Temperance Reform ....Miss Stella Sloan
Miss Pauline Kinsell
Reading
Frances E. Willard Memorial Fund
Mrs. Bruce Williams
Doxology and Benediction.

Sweet Northland Singer
CLOTHE

IN

been in Taos and left for home tonight.
"Mrs. G. H. Van Stone and children
left on the evening train for Santa Fe
Ben Hendricks Famous Play
to visit Mrs. Van Stone's mother who
resides in the Ancient City." Estancia Daily Herald. Mrs. Van Stone is
a guest at the Sanitarium.
Twenty Years of Success
The Rev. A. J. Schuler, S. J., has
Has Made
arrived to conduct the retreat of the
Father
girls at Loretto academy.
Schuler is an eloquent preacher from
Denver and as the retreat will last
MONEY AND METALS.
Over 200,000 People Have Seen
three days he will be here until
New York, Feb. 20 Lead dull 440
Thursday.
this Brilliant Comedy this Season
450; Standard copper quiet; Spot
"Surveyor General March was In
town Monday, he has been out over and March 12.2012.30; Silver 52
WOOL MARKET.
Ask
the territory looking up land that
Territi-torwill be valuable for the territory to St. Louis Wool unchanged.
About
and western mediums 1922;
take in as part of the land that is to
be given the territory by the govern- fine mediums 161S; fine 1213:
ment when the territory becomes a
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
150
150
Wheat May
state." Western Liberal.
July 88
Corn May 48
July 49
"Adjutant General A. S. Brookes of
SEAT SALE AT FISCHER'S DRUG
Santa Fe, was here Wednesday night Oats May 31
July 31
and gave Company I its regular yearSTORE MONDAY, FEBY. 20.
Pork May 17.70; July 17.05.
ly inspection. Last night's work was
PRICES
25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
to get the boys in shape for regular
Lard May 9.37
July 9.30.
Ribs May 9.60; July 9.27
army inspection which occurs in April.
LIVESTOCK.
Sergeant Showalter of the regular
army, with headquarters at Santa
EChicago, Feb. 20. Cattle Receipts THE
Fe, is here drilling the local soldiers 30,000. Market steady to ten lower.
and otherwise helping them in mili- Beeves ?56.75; Texas steers $4.20
DOES NOT ALWAYS
western
tary maters." Alamogordo News.
steers $4,504(5.65;
5.50;
stockers and feeders $3.755.70; cows
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN
and heifers $2.605.70; calves $79.
FRANCIS E. WILLARD
MEMORIAL EXERCISES.
Hogs
Receipts 38,000. Market
strong to shade higher; light $7.20
QUALITY
$7
7.60; mixed $7.107.15; heavy
Program for Meeting at W. C.T.
7.40; rough $77.15; good to choice
Rooms on Tuesday Afternoon,
SHOULD BE
7.70;
heavy $7.157.40; pigs
$7.40
3 o'clock, This Week.
bulk $7.207.40.
FIRST CONSIDERAMarket
Sheep
Receipts 22,000.
A great legislator has said: "The
TION OF
GROfirm to, ten higher. Native $3.10
grand life of Frances E. Willard is a 4.75; western $3.104.80;
yearlings
CERIES YOU EAT.
beacon light to the good and true of
$4.805.70; lambs native $56.40;
all sects, races and creeds in the civ western $5.25 tg 6.50.
ilized world, and her wonderful
Kansas City, Feb. 20. Cattle Re
achievements
are lights and land ceipts 9,000 including 400 southerns.
marks on the cliffs' of fame which will Market steady to shade higher. NaGroceries are "expensive at
for all time illumine the paths of
millions of women where ever civilany price, We
ization has a foothold."
every article we sell to give
While the White Ribboners have
satisfaction or you MONEY
aided in establishing many memorials
BACK.
to the memory of Frances E. Willard,
the Willard Memorial Fund is perhaps the greatest and moBt
IN CANNED GOODS
in its influences, for through this
fund the gospel of temperance is beWe have full line of Monarch
Did
ing carried Into earth's most remote
to
confines.
& Richelien
Eastern pack
coffee
you
"While the homes of earth are darkcanned goods.
be
of wakeened
And the strong men fall as prey
And
While the women toil in anguish and

KILW:R

W. N. TOWHSefld

&CO.pricTEMAKER

OLE OLSON

MARKEi REPORT

Manager,

PAGE FIVE

steers $5. "Oft C. 75; southern
tive
steers $3. loft 6; southern cows and
heifers $:i.25i 5.25; native cows and
heifers $:i'i(i; utockers ami feeders

Free If It Fails

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

&

M.

i

MILLIONS

anyone

y

OLE

LAUGHS

WOMAN
uc

diiiduiveiyuresseu

SPRING SUITS IN ALL THE
NEWEST STYLES & FABRICS

LAUGH

Guaranteed

1

EVERY

Never

WAS OL'R

ASSORTMENT

SO

COMPLETESO REASONABLY
NOW IS THE TIME FOR SELECTION

SPRING HATS

T00--SKi-

Priced

n,

4

MULLIGAN & RISIIG

lOrt
lou

PICTURE

FRAMING

lOE

l'3

Dpi)
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE

AVE

DONE.

THE

1.

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever Kave,

O. K. BARBER SHOP
Fe,N

M

Syndicat- ePremium remedies are not pateat meWOOD'YS HACK LIME dicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
Prom
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
the
Meets Both North South now, they cost no mora than the
inferior kind. Sold only by the CaLittle children stray.
Bounds Trains.
There's a voice who has not heard
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
it
at
the north bound train and arrive
Calling to us night and day?
Taos at 7 p. m.
Heach out the helping hand."
THE CAPITAL
Ten miles shorter than any othr
The Santa Fe Women'B Christian
way. Good covered hack and food
Temperance Union will hold Frances
teams.
E. Willard Memorial servies at the
W. C. T. TJ. room on Tuesday, FebruShl&g; den to Make Pit
eoxxgrax Comoxtal:l.
ft Co. ary 21st, at 3 p. m.
Successors to Strlpllng-Burrow- a
Druggists

PHARMACY

FARE

sr

S5.00

II you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

PLEASE

ADOLF

y

If you wCit anything on eartw
a New Mexican Want Ad.

tSst

Opening
try
Song."
Devotionals

PROGRAM.
Hymn "Crusade

Glory

Mrs. L. A. Harvey

that many WE ALSO

have obtained
sound, refreshing sleep
by cutting out the coffee
and using well-made

POSTUM
"There's a Reason"

Santa Fe Water

GO

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing

109.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
at the rate of

$5.00 per hundred Ub.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co, at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance, Kate for
lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
four or
baggage fewer passengers to either point
a

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

GROCERS

4 flour electric

We ae Agents

SELIGfoAN DRY GOODS

Carrying the U. S. mall and pasHave cheaper Canned Goods
Detween Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
but we do not recommend Roswell, N. M, connecting
with the
the use of cheap canned goods El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads and the Atchison,
at any time.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar35c Dz rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m
City Eggs
Kansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a m., arrive in Vaughn at 6 p. m.

Postuni Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

WIRE UP TH0S

TROUBLE TO SHOW
DO NOT PURCHASE

might

the cause

people

IP YOU

Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.

it ever occur

fulness?

CALL-- NO

Santa Fe Plumbint House

Nights

that

AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

GOODS EVEN

g

American

5

SPECIAL SALE

guarantee

While
Lying Awake

T. V. ROBERT S
StSanta

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED CUR NEW
LINE CF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

-

FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM

247 San Francisco

OMnMMIWi

CHEAP

My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop Is neat and iowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.

ss,

JULIUS H. GERDES

THE

Just call on me at my salon
At mwn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,

You Buy or Not.

The Cash Store

PRIC-

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
DAY ANIGHT
PHONE

CALLWhether

l--

't

50
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

ervice

DARK PLACES

5 Cafi
Light Company

Operation
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Louis Rockv
cific

In effect Sept. 1st
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Koeliler Junction ..
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3
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15
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" I suffered for li ve years
from female troubles and at last was
almost In ik'ss. I
went to three doctors and they did
::

15

05
45
25
55
30

'Ltl

..

9 32
8 55

VjiJ
ST.

v

"

1
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j

I

.i

i

l'ink-ham'-

J.' Coraponn
it;':

J-Z-

d, and

when I had taken
only two bottles I
could set a his

change, so I took
six bottles and I am
now strong and well
I don't know how to express
again.
A
P.
9. W. Ry. train both North' aud'Soutb.;
u in i!,lf. wiUi B.
r
my thanks for the Rood it has done me
'or Van Konton y, M, meets trains at Preston N.I VI.
aud I hope all sutTerinf? women will
N".
I"
M..
Tor
s
StxSlUfibetnt'wn.
f. M., ;at 9:00 ;.. in, dally except pive Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
kv
i't,! ili.
oo one way $3.50 round
K ire
t'.i Hy-fifty pound bnensafo carried free.
trip;
Compound a trial. It was worth ita
.
t
X.
iles.M
for
S riln l?n'
O.
the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Ithe weitrbt, in cold." Mrs. J. P. Exdlicii.
lines,
K.
a.
4:38
E. j No. 7, Erie, Pa.
orth at
pi,
5
5 45

--

i

Ar

94

I

il

1

M--

C. G.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Com-

-'

pound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harm- ful drugs, and
holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures;
of female diseases we know-- of, and
thousands of
are on file in the Pinkhim laboratory
atLynn, Mass., from women w ho have
been cured from almost every form of
complaints, such as inflamma-tion, ulceration, displacements, fibroid
tumors, irregi amies,
periodic pains,
iTr't'inhfl infli era ct i r,v qn1 rinrrmia
nrost.Tfl.t1nn.
Pm Rff(.riD- wnmnn
owes it to herself to give Lydia E. Pink-- 1
ham's Vegetable Compound a trial.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

M,

an(1

y

'

-

If you want special advice write
nirs.l'iTilvliaiii, S.yim.JNass., tor it.
It is free and always helpful.

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

I
81

The Best Route

Hotel Arrivals.

System

Stewart Van Vliet, City; W. O.
J. E. Colton, J. M. Archuleta, Jr.,
Lumberton; L. A. Bond, Estancia;
liert Casley, C. J. Dawe, Denver; C.

Dut-ton- ,

East or West

-

Lamy; Fred Thompson,
Denver; George Fischer, St. Louis;
J. E. Sullivan, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
O. X. Beadey and son, Gallup.
Montezuma.
Mrs. E. I. Montgomery, Dallas, Tex.;
S. L. Formau, Xew York; Mrs.
Colorado Springs; F. W. Diepen,
San Francisco; II. Gerhardt, Tucum-cariE. T. Schlachs, Denver; O. C.
Watson, Pueblo; Mr. and Mrs. John
V. Force,
C. L.
Rochester, N. Y.;
Bisser, Denver; C. L. Fife, Boston;
W. E. Taylor, Moline, 111.; T. J.
Calvert, Texas; Meyer Lehman, R. Filaber, New York City; L
D. Prewitt. El Paso; B. F. Miller,
Searchlight, Xeb.; W. F. Tucker, Denver; Barnet Freilingar, Fred H.
Estancia; C. J. Dixon, Kansas
City; W. R. Bowe, Albuquerque; J..F.
Earnest, Denver; L. Monheimer, Cincinnati; E. A. Thames, L. H. Darby,
Denver.
Coronado.
George Cole, Embudo; J. W.
Omaha; D. M. Claret, Albuquerque; B. C. Spears, Truchas; B
Carl Clifford.
Brown, Las Vegas;
Lamy; Captain Welch, Abalanche, X.
Y.; C. H. Mayo, Glennon City; Leo
Leuthner, Gabon, Ohio; C. W. Musson, Lamy.
W. Musson,

Rates and fall information address

For

Pimm a. fox,
G.F.&P.

El
Vi-,-

IIIMIli

-

i

A.

music-

MINES AND

;

Paso Texas.

J

It'll WHHIHWIIllllirl"

BI

Hillsboro E. S. Morgan arrived at
Hillsboro, Sierra county, from Mexico
for the purpose of making a careful
investigation of the gold bearing
gravel beds at the Placers with the
intention of putting in machinery for
the purpose of sinking a shaft to tap
the second gravel diposits which hs!
believes can be found at no great
depth. He says the formation at the
Placers is identically the same as in
Mexico where he has been operating
for his company who have found the
second formation equally as good as
the first formation.
Kelly The mines and mills at Kelas
ly, Socorro county, are working
usual, no large strikes or finds the
past week, but a steady pull. The
Grand Tower shaft owned by the
is to tie sunk from 30 to 50
feet deeper. It is to be done by contract. Owing to the recent strike of
water in the Lnchhurg tunnel the
men have refused to work nine hours
in the water.
SANTA FE COUNTY
Gibson At the Gibson coal, mine,
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
near Gallup, McKinley county, eleven
Meeting Held on Saturday Was En- new residences for the miners have
hotel
been ordered built. A
thusiastic and More Than Ordiis also to be erected. Later in sum- narily Interesting.
mer, 46 more buildings are to be con-- ,
The Santa Fe County Teachers' As- structed.
Hanover The Indian Copper com-- !
sociation held a very interesting and
well attended meeting at the High pany whose incorporation was no-School building Saturday
afternoon. ticed recently in the New Mexican,
Those answering the roll call were: is to take over the properties of the
J. V. Conway, J. A. Wood, R. A.
Hermosa Copper company at HanoManuel N. Montoya,
Louisa ver, Grant, county.
A number of
Alarid. L. M. Ortiz, F. L. Quintana, drills have been ordered and the prop- Candido Ortiz, Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, erty is to be
explored with
Joe E. Smith, J. T. Dotts, F. Martinez, churn drills. thoroughly
Carlotta Armijo, Josie Lujan, Flossie
Chloride Flat A force of 12 men is
Sanford, Joan Ballantyne, Mrs. J. 0.
employed at Chloride Flat,
steadily
Holen, J. De Aguero, Ramon Gonzales.
It was decided to hold another meet Grant county, by C. Emory Stevens,
A deal is
ing of the association early in April, the New York millionaire.
at which time those who did not takeion the way, so it is reported. In its
ncirt in fnia ncri.ar Ti.ill hn
palmy days Chloride Flat produced
" ""-:- u t
1
It was thia
prepare papers On Subjects aSSlgtt-- $5,000,000 in silver.
ed to them
boon that gave Silver City its start
All thoe present derl'irpd thpir Tip. and S name,
lief in the county teachers' meetings,! Boston Hill A rich strike is re- the many benefits derived from them ported from Boston Hill, near Silver
tllpIr nope. Mat they Will DeCOme City, Grant COUntv
It was made by
permanent. President John V. Con- - W". P. Dorsey & Co., who have prop- was in tne cnair- Manuel N. erty under lease. One hundred sacks
Montoya is secretary. The following 0f high grade ore have been taken out
,
.
i
i.
I"
leuuereu:
ifor shiDment. The claim lies on the
Disease Germs and How They May west side of the hill almost within the
tho Tlnlv Mumiol mnnlninal limHc, ui
Pitir
Rp Iont Onr nf
.t c;1ytai
"
M" .
Montoya.
Thomas
A.
Lister has
Lordsburg
teria L. M. Ortiz.
(acquired by bond and lease the At- jnrmenza, wnoopmg Lougn, oids, wood group of mines, three miles
and How They May Be Prevented
south of Lordsbure. Grant countv.
F. L. Quintana.
The C O. D. Leasing Company has
A Teacher's Preparation for School been
organized to exploit the properWork Candido Ortiz.
ty, the stock being owned in New
Things to Be Kept in Mind by Jersey. The Atwood group consists of
Teachers Mrs. Marie Navarro.
five claims, three of which are paten-ed- ,
Lesson Period Joe Smith.
the mine has blocked out 22,000
Irregularity in Attendance J. T. tons of ore of a commercial grade, the
Dotts.
main vein being 3,000 feet in length,
Elementary Curriculum Mrs. Ma-- in places 40 feet wide being the same
j; Navarro.
vein system as the Dundee and 85
School Reports J. A. Wood.
mining properties. The properties of
Observations for Good of the Cause the Atwood group, Dundee, 85 mining
Hupert Asplund.
company, Calumet and Arizona Copper company, are shipping a large
t.0. Fe County Public Schools
County tonnage of ore to smelters. The Atwood group is now in position, per en- Superintendent J. V. Conway.
.

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS

k

AT

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

NRW MEXIC ANf DLDG,

hr

UNION DEPOT

INEACHT0WK
.'i ....u:i.:.lj
sample Latest Model "Ranker" bicycle furnished by
Our
evcrlicre ire
making money fast. Writt or uii p,irticutars and shcial oJTat o,
NO MONEY KEQriKKl until you receiv.; .me! npprove of your hirycie. Weshini
to anyone, anywhere
in the U. S. without a cent tieiosri in arivanr
r. ,.,i
AYS r lvr.r. TltlAL dunny: wlikh time you ni.iy ride the bn ycie
put it to any test you wish. If you are Diet, not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to1

ants

P"?

r

,5

r ET? ""'?'' f

I

a, one small profit above actual factory cost. You saves.M
antee behind your bicycle.
tip-NOT 1SL1 Y a bicycle or a
froin vnytmi,
at any trice until you receive our catikocs and learn paircf
our unheard ol Jaurrfi

rHUIUHiriljyed

I0

YCU

thdn you receivf our .b,rautlfu' cataW'

WI'L BE ASTOftiSHED

v

ril!:lf
COASTER-BRfiXE-

thin anv

mcvci
secoSuKan
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Othpr

factnrv.

iiKjinii.

We .ir
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selHniKhStpade

.ititip-r-
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"j

bicycles foHelsmone?
nrniit ilv.v. f
1

J.;.rr
u,.au

.

a i..A

v'r

.rlu.l

usually have a number on hand taken in trade bv our Chicitorj 'retail pttorps. Tli.
"
1
nromnt vat nn
:t ,.. M ... Kin rw.
.: i
riiiniii.
roller chains and peUaib, parts, repairs and
wh',l,s!.
S
T
equipment of all kinds at half the usual retail

ir,

U HEO&ETHORN
SELF-HEALIN-

The

G

u'

Prtl

I SO

FUNCTORE-PROG- F

TIRES

rreular retail Price of these iim it
per pair, tut t introduce tve will

trm.

feaaaLSS?

5eUyouasamplePairor$4.60u.ashtutthorder$t.5.i),
HO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES

NAILS, Tanks or Class will not ht the
air out. Sixtv thousand pairs sold Xtit
r
twn hundred thousand tinirstinw in usi VAhittSMstMMHnniiiwf) A
year-Ove-

rv.

f

J

ijll

7

and easy ruling, very dtirableand lined inside wi:h
of rubber, wiiicli licvur hecones
porous and which closes up small runctur'js wit ho
fi .Nonce thn thlrTc rnhhor trma'
iiif? the uir to escape. We have hundreds of letters f:
tiedcustomersst at iiit hat tiieir tires haveouly been pumped
a
i
or
once
no
more
in
than
twice
wnoie season, ney wein
up
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given
.511
by several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric un (he
mnk-soi.-T,
ulastio audii
tread. The regular price of these tires is $8.50 per pair, but for
advertising purposes we are making a special factory price to
the rider of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C. O. IT on
You do not pay a cent until yttu have examined and found them strictly as represented.'
appro!.
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent thereby making the price 4.i55 per pair) if you,
send FULX CAS( WITH OKDKli and enclose this advertisement,
Ymj rim no riilc in
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OUK expense if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and nuuiev ent to us'is as safe as in 4,
bank, if you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and 1'vik finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
know that you will be so well pleased that when you want a bicycle yon will give us your order,.
We want vou to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire c.Urr.
rn
don't buvany kind at any price until you send for a patrol
r-jfiST
fisnsrcPuncture-Proo- f
JLf.
tires on nnnroval and t rial at J
frSfcO Kedtrethorn
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue whicli)'
j
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usunl prices.
NOT THINK OF HCYING a bievclej
r
but write s a postal todav. !
mj--wVMMM
until
wonderful!!
from
MJiJ itiJM l&rnrr
know
tires
new
the
you
and
anyone
orapairof
offers we aie making. It ouly costs a postal to learn every tkiug. Write it InOVr.

a special quality
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MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,

CHICAGO, ILL.!

vkjv
the United

Garrison James

16

-

t

.

j

Home grown radishes and lettuce
have made their appearance in the

mrket.

Gallegos Lugarda
Griego Jose
Henderson J. P.
Hoover W. E.

Kern Frank
Peniens La

Dr. G. W. Harrison is up from Bernalillo. He is at the Palace.
Prof. G. S. Ramsey of Las Vegas,
one of the leading educators, is in
the city on business.
Sheriff Tranquillno Luna of Valencia, efficient and popular,
came up
last night from Ios Lunas on official

P. X.

Longwell Mrs. Dr.

Leiba Juan
Lovato Jose
Lujan Tobais
McDonald James R.
Martin iiiomeno
Johnson J. S.

business.

BRONCHITIS

Olson M.
Ortiz R.

Philips M. M.
Presley Chas. (2)
Perez Gabreile

To Whom it May Concern.
Bluevale, Ont., May 4, 1910. "I was
sick for two years with chronic bronchitis and a consequent
condition. I received no benefit from
doctors or from a trip which I took
for my health and I'had to give up
work. Vinol was recommended and
from the second bottle I commenced
to improve I gained in weight and
strength, my bronchial trouble disappeared, and I am at work again. I
want to recommend Vinol to anyone
who is in need of such medicine."
Thoma3 Higgins.
(We guarantee this
testimonial to be genuine.)
It is the combined action of the curative elements of the cods' livers aided by the blood making and strength
creating properties of tonic iron contained in Vinol which makes it so
successful in uring bronchitis.
Vinol is a constitutional remedy
for chronic coughs, colds, bronchitis
and pulmonary troubles, not a palliative like cough syrups.
Vinol contains no oil or drugs and
is far more efficacious than cough mix- tures. because it cures thn nanao Try
it If vnll flnn,f (.v,!. it hina ,
will return your money. Capital Phar- macy.
run-dow- n

Reid W. C.
Reynolds George J.
Radidado Jose
Rael Leonedes
Romero Fabian
Romero Inocencio
Sanches Tobatia D.
The Seldomridge Grain Co.
Trujillo Antonio

Ulibarri Franciscit
Warrendorf E. B.
Walker Howard
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not
E. C. BURKE,

Postmaster.

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mexican of this date
1S91.)

Invitations were sent out today for
an entertainment to be given by tha
students of St. Michael's College on
Sunday in celebration of Washington's
birthday.
The official reception by Governor
and Mrs. Prince last night was a bril- -

GO TO

CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE

::

ROUND TRIP RATES

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

j

San Francisco $66.90
phe0nix, $45.45
Grand Canyon, $35.55

3OO.UU

Take The

FLASHES.

CALIFORNIA LIMITED TRAIN

'

He'll Need a Telescope.

The adjutant general of New Mexi- co is coming to El Paso to witness
the "maneuvers" at Juarez. Things
move so fast in that vicinity that he
will have to bring some quickfiring
glasses with him if he sees anything.
If he is looking for insurrectos he will
have to bring something better than
glasses. El Paso Herald.
Unfair

The finest

train in the World. First
class service on three other trains

COLONIST RATES Effective March 10th 1911

$25.00

Way

this district, making it appear that
this district has more crime than the
First district. But a comparison of
statistics on murders shows the reverse is the case, and that according to the New Mexican's own figures.
For instance:
In the past five years in the Fourth
judicial district the court took cognizance of 39 murders. In two in- stances the extreme penalty was
meted out to the guilty. Ten others
were sent to the penitentiary for
0ng terms. Five cases were striken
from the record with leave to rein- state. Five verdicts of not guilty
were returned. Five cases are still
pending.
In the past five years in the First
judicial district there were forty-twmurders committed (three more than
in this district for the same period).
Eight of the murderers were acquitted (three more than were acquitted
in this district). Three were found
murder
guilty of second degree
(while ten were found guilty in
this district and given long prison
terms.) Seven cases were striken
from the docket in the First district
(while but three were dismissed in
o

this district). Nine murder cases are
still pending in the First district
(while but five are now on the docket
in this district). Nine convictions in
First district (as against two in this
district.)
person who per
Any
uses tne loregomg comparison
can
readily see that the New Mexican has
erred, out of pride perhaps, in favor
of its own district. Las Vegas Optic.
d

LETTER LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in th postsfflce at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending Feb. 16, 1911If not called
within two weeks
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Cleanses

Headache, Sour Stom-

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

THE

f!TAL PHARMACY.
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Robbef Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
THESE DAYS.

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 21-- Inches long
.15c
Each additional line on same stamp
10c
One-lin- e
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
inches long 20c
Each additional line on stamp
..15c
and not over 5 inches long
Stamp, over 3
25c
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-linStamp, over 5 inches long per Inch
35Cl
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra
One-lin-

e

2

2

One-lin-

e

e

Largers sizes at proportionate

prices.
inch in size, we charge for
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
50c
Inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
50c
Inch.
Regular line Dater
35
Definance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.50
Where type used is over
one line for each one-ha-

one-hal-

f

lf

3

Fac-Smil- e

STAMP PADS

SELF-INKIN-

cents,
cents; 3

the system
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Wash-

Northwest.

For Particulars call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

15
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Comparison.

The Santa Fe New Mexican, usual- lJ' fair in its
deductions,
seems to have lipped a cog, several
cogs perhaps, in discussing and comparing the reports of the district
clerks of the Fourth and First ju- dicial distirc'.s in regard to crime,
Under the fading "Too Many Kill- -

10

cVu.aiLr

this afternoon.

M.

gineer reports, to ship at least 100
tons of ore per day, and is considered a very valuable property.

EDITORIAL

memory of General W. T. Sherman.
The Santa Fe mountains presented
a magnificent scene of wintry
beauty

j

1
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Chaves Utilia
Derrighne Mrs. John
Frazier Grace
Fra"ier Ruth
Fisher Mrs. Mary

county,
Nogal At Xogal, Lincoln
Colonel J. C. Bender has taken out
two cars of ore for shipment.
The
ore is reported to be of good value
and Ln additional force of men is to
be put to work.
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Ay-er-
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unless he is deaf, lives in
States has not heard of "The Time,
The Place and the Girl" somewhere
and at some time. Everybody who is
anybody who has not seen this musical comedy longs to see it. Even
those whose religious scruples will
not permit the witnessing of any sort
of theatrical performance, cannot but
have an innate longing to see such a
catchy play and their consciences do
not forbid them whistling the tunes
and buying the music to play in their
homes.
Wherever you hear parlor
singing you will find something from
"The Time, The Place and the Girl."
The Climax.
It is the treat of many years.
A genuine New York and Chicago
success, interpreted by the original
cast, is a treat which our public is
rarely permitted to indulge in within
the confines of our own city yet such
Is promised us by Manager Stanton
providing he can secure the' necessary support. He is endeavoring to
arrange with the celebrated Joseph
M. Weber Company to appear here
for one night and present "The Climax," the greatest of all recent popular successes.
"The Climax" is a play for mother,
sister, daughter and wife; in fact it
is a play for everybody. During President Taft's recent visit to New York
he cancelled an important dinner engagement in order to see this play
for a second time. It's coming to
Santa Fe and will be the treat of
years. The company will bring the
same beautiful production and accessories that were used in the long New
York and Chicago engagements.
t
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

.

The Time, The Place and the Girl,
Iri writing an advance notice of a
musical comedy, the reporter said:
'Tt has the same mefssant action,
funny situations and laughable
logue which made "The Time, The
place and the Girl" such a whirlwind
suocess. could anv better tribute
be
.
such a
and espeeia
Siven a
mirth Provoker as this dainty bit of
musical Dresden which Adams, Hough
and Howard have given the public.
L. R. Willard now presents this play
in all its original glory and splendor,
The jingles of its tuneful melodies are
just as fresh as ever, the pretty
dances and dashing choruses are as
breezy today as when they crowded
the La Salle theater in Chicago for
a full year's run.
One reason why L. It. Willard's
musical comedy "The Time, The
Place and the Girl" has been and is
still such a success, is because it is
unusual in that it is a reasonable
comedy with real music in it. The

j

ASK FOR TICKETS

play combines a story that can be understood and followed even when accompanied with music of the whistly
sort and pivoted amid attractive
stage settings. The cleverness of
Amanda Hendricks who portrays the
"Nurse" and the versatility of George
Ebner who plays "Happy Johnny
Hicks" do not attach to them all the
fun nor quarantine all the music of
the piece. "The Time, The Place and
the Girl" is one of those creations that
can justly claim the distinction of
being unique from "What will you
have before the dinner is served" to

i

me no pood, so my
sister advised me to
s
try Lydia E.

Vegetable
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Finally Cared by Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound.
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At the Elks' Theater.
Tuesday, February 21. Entertainment for high school library.
Wednesday, February 22. Washington's birthday, Ole Olson.
Thursday, March 2. The Time, the
Place and the Girl.
Friday, March 3. Thi Climax.
Ren Hendricks famous omedy success, "Ola Olson" is c.ming here
seat sale
Wednesday night and t
opened today at FischerV
The amusement lovinj: public have
rnt by the
been gulled to such an
false promises of unwor .y managers
that it is now careful :, "int expend-i- t
will get
ins money until assure'!
"its money worth."
When Shuberts or R- i'v & Erlan
oger's attractions are ar" minced they
are s,lre 01 patronage ; ,r they are
'veil known as splendid rudueers and
their companies are co'i; :,osed of the
i)0St talent. So it is when Ben Hen-- ;
announced
.icks famous come(jT
..
. ..
The n?me
le ,ls'": 13 known
Tliroughout the Tjnited S'es, canaaa.
Mexico. South America ;md West In- dia Islands, and has a'ways pleased.
The company this seasr.n is fully up
t0 the standard, new songs, dances
.
.
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0$. SUFFERED Plays "Players

Company
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SHE

they will be sent to the dead letter iiant affair and was largely attended.
office at Washington.
l ne wind and rain
have played
Iiiah Xotuh
havoc with the capitol flags.
Bell W. F.
The flag at the U. S. building is
Clair Hotel Co.
liying at half mast in honor to the
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. II.
ana saw
'mugnerranaTuTroeaTiis'tianas
a life on the ocean wave for him. La
ter on, when Miss Ethel begged him
a marina song from hit repertoire.
fVI I lor
b
sang "My Grandfather's Clock.
Mrs. Denham got Quite glrly over the
situation and declared that she should
By Dorothy Dlackmore
go sailing every day.
By Lawrence
Clay At the psychological moment the tCoprrieht, igix, by Associated Literary Preu.)
boat, which had been sailing to and
(Copyright, xyio, by Associated Literary Presi.)
Alice Gregory and her husband were
fro across an almost landlocked bay,
Mrs. Charles Denham, widow of the was headed for the open sound and discussing their prospective guests
for the ensuing week-end- .
deceased stockbroker, was supposed the tumbling waves.
"There will be Tom and Grace,"
In five minutes Mrs. Denham was
to be worth one million dollars in
said Alice, beginning to enumerate by
cash. 8he was worth Just
of down and out In ten. after many
that sum. Between what people sup- sickly grins and timid suggestions, means of her pretty pointed
Blum said he would give all three gers; "and Walter and Lucy. They
posed and what was a fact, Mrs. Denham was placed In an embarrassing po- rings on his left hand to be ashore. shall have the two south rooms In
sition. There were times when she A moment later he added all four on the new wing."
"Are your guests all married
his right hand.
Then the craft
was really in need of money.
Mrs. Denham had a niece. She broached to and began to wallow in couples?" asked her husband, with a
hadn't legally adopted her, but the the trough of the sea, and Mr. Blum creditable show of interest
Mrs. Gregory gave him a withering
with the flying spray
niece wasj one of the family, and was was soaked
told almost every other day that she until he shouted to Mrs. Denham glance. "Do I ever do anything so
was to inherit what the aunt might that she was a fool ever to have pro- stupid?" she asked. "But"
Her husband watched her wrinkle
leave at her death. That Is, she would posed such a trip, and he turned to
Inherit if she was nice and good and the girl to say that if he lost his life her brows and look seriously into
married the man the aunt should se- his brother Bam would see that she space for a moment "But what,
lect for her. Otherwise a garret and spent the rest of her days in a dun- dear?" he asked.
"I'm afraid I've been just a little
starvation must stare her in the faoe. geon deep.
He indiscreet this time in the selection
Mr. Blum was no gentleman.
It was not curious that Miss Ethel
Lynn, the niece, fell In love at nine- swore before ladles. Mr. Blum was of at least two guests," she confessed.
Jack Gregory laughed. "I can
teen with one of the very chaps her selfish. When he saw a motorboat
aunt held in abhorrence and was eter- making out to them he stood up and guess one Edna Perry."
"Jack! How did you know? She's
nally lecturing her about and seeking waved his hand and shouted:
well, she's Euch an overgrown child,
to guard her from.
"Fifty a hundred dollars to save
such an
tomboy for a girl
Earl Manning had a very slim patri- me me!"
The motor seemed to have a hard whoB been out two years that I tremmony, but he was hopeful and ambitious, and at twenty-thre- e
the world time getting alongside, and two or ble for the impression Ehe may make
was before him. He would have been three Ufcnea the young man at the on well, on everybody," she finished.
"But she's a bishop's daughter.
very foolish not to fall in love with a wheel appeared to be on the point of
handsome girl who oared more for the abandoning the rescue. Mrs. Denham That ought to cover a multitude of
stretched out her arms and sobbed sins," Jack added, consolingly. "And
man than the money.
Mr. Blum raised his who's the other?"
Miss Ethel had been very sly In this and appealed.
"Donald Moore. I am afraid it will
love affair. Her aunt's opinions neces- offer to $600 $200 in cash and the rest
be a little quiet here for him. He's
sitated It The engagement was to go at sixty days.
Miss Ethel worked her way to the so strenuous. I declare, Jack, I don't
on and on and on until Earl had accumulated a cool million, and then bow of the boat and made ready to know what possessed me to ask him."
"For the polite reason that he's the
they would appear before the aunt and cast a rope. It was finally cast and
ask her consent Meanwhile, in pub-U- caught and made fast and the smaller minister's son and at home In his
father's parish for the holidays. A
they must act as if they didn't craft was towed back to safety.
Mrs. Denham stepped ashore to de very sufficient reason, dear."
care a snap for each other.
Alice nodded. "Maybe but what a
This was how Mr. Blum came into mand an abject apology of Mr. Blum.
the fray. Mr. Blum was a bachelor Mr. Blum stepped ashore to say that combination; a minister's son and a
of forty.
He was short and pudgy. he was oft for town and hadn't time blshop'B daughter. A house party
He was without hair on the top of his to make It Miss Ethel stepped that doesn't go to rack and ruin
head. He wore four diamond rings on ashore to call her aunt's attention to with that sort of guests is a pretty
the Angers of his right hand, and the hero who had saved all, and Mr. solid function. I tremble now that I
three on the fingers of his left He Earl Manning stepped ashore to say think of it"
Mrs. Gregory was almost in tears
wore other diamonds, with here and that he was happy and so forth, but
had done only his duty as he had at the prospect, but her husband asthere a ruby.
sured her that he would do all in his
Mr. Blum sometimes squeezed into seen It
And how did it end? The gossips
society. He was supposed to be a
banker, but as a matter of fact he say that the end won't come until
had loaned society money on its jewel- Thanksgiving, and meanwhile there
ry so often that society couldn't exact- will be no occasion for jealousy on
ly turn him out of doors. It was even the part of the hero, and Mr. Blum
whispered in society that Mr. Blum will not have to part with his seven
was a great catoh, but at the same diamond rings.
time he had very poor luck getting
AUTOGRAPHS OF THE GREAT
caught.
Mrs. Denham was introduced to Mr.
Blum. Mr. Blum was Introduced
to Collector Had Most Difficulty In Get
Miss Ethel Lynn. In three minutes
ting Former President RooseMr. Blum had made u; his mind to
velt's.
be a winner. In half that time Miss
Ethel had made up her mind to detest
An Oak Park eutograph collector,
him. Within four weeks, backed by the nuu mm, yet lmpu, ius iuom viiiuauie
good aunt, Mr. Blum proposed.
The collection in the middle wst, was tellyoung lady announced
herself
too ing of his experiences in signature
young to know her own mind, and hunting the other day.
"Of about 800 persons to whom I
begged for time. This was very wise
in her. It was much better than tears, have written for autographs, I had the
threats, protestations and a garret and most difficult time in persuading fora crust
mer President Roosevelt to send me
"When I first conJuly came, and Mrs. Denham moved his," he se'd.
down to her manor house on the ceived the notion of obtaining his sig
sound. She would have gone else- nature Mr. Roosevelt was in the White
where, but there was Blum. He was House, with only a few months to
to be invited down with a few others serve. A second, and then a third
for a month for reasons so obvious letter brought no better results. The
that they stick out like knots on a end of his term was approaching when
I wrote him a fourth letter, worded
log.
The question now was where was something like this:
"But She's a Bishop's Daughter."
" 'Dear Mr. Roosevelt: I have writEa'rl Manning? He had a cousin living within a mile of Mrs. Denham's ten three times for your autograph, power to help her out Their big
country place, and it is easy to en- but have not yet been favored. I country place was well provided for
list a cousin in service. Mrs. Den- would esteem the signature of a pres- the entertainment of guests, strenham and Mr. Manning had met, but ident more than that of an
uous and otherwise, he told her.
they had not been mutually attracted.
And so It was. There were lakes
She would have seen him start for
a stable full of horses
"I received the autograph four days for skating;
Texas before inviting
him to the later.
and a variety of vehicles on sleighs
manor.
drives; there were
"Lord Kitchener, field marshal of for
Ethel was a poor, little girl of nine- the British army, who made a visit to hockey sticks and there were scarlet
teen in the hands of an ambitious Chicago in his trip through the Unit- golf balls for those who could not
aunt, who was looking at the money ed States, refuses to give his signa- withstand the
links;
side, and of Mr. Blum, who was look- ture to anyone seeking it tor an auto- there were motors and there were the
ballroom and billiard room and there
ing at all sides. One reason he want- graph collection.
ed a young wife and a handsome one
of big open fireso silly, you know,' said the were quantities
"'It's
was to show her off at the seventy-flve-cegeneral, when I pressed him to write places for the lazy and indolently
table d'hote dinner where he his name on the back of my card.
inclined. The Gregory country place
took his meals. There must be plotamusement palace in itself
something I have never done and nev- was an
and Mrs. Gregory's guests never sufting and scheming, and in this the er will.'
lover could give little aid. It was a
"Others are not so modest, however. fered from ennui.
miserable time until a bright idea Alfred Austin, poet laureate of Great
Most of this week's guests were excame. Then, at a stolen interview.
sells his autograph for 60 pected on Friday, and Mrs. Gregory
Britain,
Miss Ethel said:
All had received a telegram from MIbs
cents apiece, American money.
"Earl, your brother has a motor the revenue from this source he turns Edna Perry saying that that young
boat and I have a sailboat"
over to a London charity. Julia Mar- woman had foolishly gone beyond
to the next and
"Yes."
lowe sells her autographs for $1 each, Glenwlnd station
"My aunt has never been in one. and Kate Douglas Wlggln, the author, would wait there.
"There's nothing to do but for you
Neither has Mr. Blum. I am going gets 60 cents for hers. Both turn the
to take them out It may be tomor- proceeds over to charitable purposes." to go over with Tompkins in the big
row, and it may not be for three days.
sleigh for her," Mrs. Gregory said to
Chicago News.
her husband.
It will be when the wind is in the east
Jack Gregory looked longingly at
and the morning cloudy. It will be for
Leather.
To Preserve
In his own
you to have your boat ready and be on
To soften boots and shoes rub cas- the big crackling logs
"All right, dear," he said, with
the watch."
tor oil thoroughly into the leather. room.
"If you take Blum out It will en- This will renew tho elasticity and life a note of resignation In his voice.
"I'm sorry, but I cant run a risk
courage him," replied the jealous of the leather. Any ordinary oil will
of
having her lost Her father "
young man.
but
castor
oil
is
answer the purpose,
"Don't worry; I'll father her while
"Will It? That's all a young man the best
she's here, dear," laughed Gregory, as
knows."
he rang for his fur coat and gloves.
"He'll feel romantic and talk about
Emotion Almost Too Deep.
"I'll take an extra top coat, for it's
the whispering waves and all that"
"What kind of a part has Fish in getting beastly cold outside. So long,
"Oh, he will?"
this new play?" "An emotional part dear. I'll bring back the bishop's
"And and
"And you do Just as I tell you. For him, that Is to say. In the big daughter in time for dinner."
"The others will be arriving at any
When you see my boat in distress you scene he has to refuse a drink."
Stories.
come out to her. Don't be in too
time," Alice called as he left the
big a Stray
room.
hurry to save us. I want the situation
Sure Signs.
Jack Gregory had no trouble in
to strike In on my aunt and Mr. Blum.
"Flora must be Daisy's best friend."
his belated guest.
he was
finding
The more It strikes la the better for
so?"
think
do
you
"Why
in the tiny suburban station
ns. Now, cant you see something?"
sitting
said
now
"She Just
Daisy bought
freely with the station agent
He apparently did see something.
der complexion at a drug store and talking
She
He also put his arm ' around it and looked a fright, no matter what she and one or two hangrs-on- .
seemed to be having a political argukissed it
had on."
ment when he arrived, and seemed a
Mr. Blum would be delighted to go
trifle loath to leave it
sailing. It was a thing he had an
"I've had such a good time waiting
Theme.
A
for
Newer
years.
To
tnirty
long
ticipated
"I dont hear Uncle Jabez talking for you, Mr. Gregory," she said, exbound over the foamy wave, to sniff
her hand and gripping his
the salty breeze, to listen to the tur- any more of. the cold weather of for- tending "We've
had a jolly good disfirmly.
moil of the waters yes, yes, yes! Mrs. mer times."
Good afternoon," she added,
Denham at first refused to go. She
"No; he puts in all his time now cussion.
knew that people had been drowned in talking about the low prices of other to the station agent And, with her
ready smile and a glance at them all,
water. It was not until Mr. Blum years."
iiie was out and wrapped In the great
brought In the romance of the thing,
fur coat.
and until Miss Ethel hinted that some"I'm sorry to have put you and
Rather 8oothlng, In Tact
thing might happen, that she gave a
"Doesn't that dog's howling disturb Alice to this trouble," she went on as
reluctant consent to act as chaperon. your
Jack took his seat beside her, "but 1
On the third morning after the plot"Not at all. I have an office In a simply forgot to get off until I saw
ters had plotted the wind was due east,
where there are half a dozen the train pulling out of Glenwlnd."
with a promise of strengthening. The building who
"Don't mention the trouble. Miss
people
give lessons in voice
trio set out gayly, but upon reaching
Perry."
the waterside Mrs. Denham suggested
"It really was all father's fault,"
a plcnio on solid ground, and Mr. Blum
she said, laughing. "He was wrath
His Substitute.
favored getting a livery rig for. a
ful because I had refused to go for
"Doesn't your wife ever object be- the week-endrive over highways.
with him. He has a
Youth and Innocence prevailed, hcLv- - cause you devote so much of your class to confirm and the
stupid minever. Alter the first five minutes M:
time to politics V
ister, knowing mother Is abroad,
"No. She has a dog that she Is asked father to
Denham said there was nothing abou
bring me and remain
salllnj: to scare a babe, and Mr. Blum yery fond of." Judge.
as their guests fiver. Sunday. Do vou
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SEVEN

want to sit through a Z6TL- service and then entertain
the minister's son all the rest of the
day?" she asked,
looking straight
into the eyes of her host.
"Doesn't sound very exciting," Jack
but his heart sank within
admitted,
suppose
Urination

1

him.
"Deliver

me,

Mr.

Km

from

,

minister's sons!" she went on. "It's
about all I've had all my lif and
when Alice asked m down fur this
Jolly house party I Juki made up my
maid to let father go to his old fogy
minister and "
"And you'd conio to us," Jack
broke in. "We're morf than glad
that you did," he added wcaklv.
Inwardly he was wondering what

Alice would say if she could overhear
this young woman's remarks.
Inct- dentally, he was thinking ihai, thuiirh
u bishop's
daughter and all .Alice
might say she was, she was decidedly
pretty.
Arrived under the great
she was out of the sielah in
no time, and once the great doors
were open the girl was in the arms
of her hostess, being kissed on both
cold, rosy cheeks.
"A perfectly silly thing for me to
do, Alice," she was saying in apology.
"But well, I've told Mr Gregory why,
and he sympathizes w v.'i me. Don't;
yon?"
Jack nodded and esc
"I'll show you whet you're to be
., rm and com- and then you can
;et all that
fortable, Edna, and
hideous wait," Mrs. Gr gory said as
she led the girl up the staircase.
Nearly two hours later host and
hostess stood with their guests in
the great entrance hall by the stone
It was within a few min- fireplace.
utes of dinner time, and Alice chat- ted with the handsome young son of
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YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a day
m
praising your wares. nE BIUNGS YOU BUSINESS.
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YOUR A "V3RTI rELTE" T in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousn!icl3 every day. IT IS BOU:D To EKING YOU
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THE SULC"RI3TRS to the local papor are the prosperous people of your town. TIIEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

the parish minister.
"It was jolly good of you to ask

BUY.

me, Mrs. Gregory, and by George, you
saved me from a week-enof ennui,"
Donald Moore was saying.
"Yes?" asked his hostess, elevating
her brows and watching the descent
of the beautiful girl on the stairs.
"Father, you know, has to entertain
the bishop whenever he's In town, and
this happens to be the week. That
isn't all the old fellow Is bringing his
daughter, and well, you know what
they say of bishop's daughters!" The
young man laughed.
Alice Gregory's spirits were sinking.
"Oh ah yes, indeed I do," she stammered, as Edna Perry reached the last

K'4
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The oatside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising- pays. That is, if it is done right.

1

ad-

m

PEOPLE

READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican' place in it3 most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car-

step.

Mrs. Gregory went hastily to her.
"Dear, there are so many strangers
to you here. I hope you'll enjoy yourself." She made the round of introductions and at last, her heart In her
mouth, she presented Donald Moore,
almost praying that he would not disclose his identity.
"Mr. Moore will take you In to dinner," Alice said as she left the two.
"Donald Moore?" the girl asked, as
she extended her hand.
"That same. Are you are you
Bishop Perry's daughter?" he asked,
breathlessly, for the beauty of the girl
and her compelling personality had
quite shaken his composure.
"I'm Edna Perry yes," she said, a
twinkle in her eyes. .
And in spite of the qualms of the
host and hostess and the prejudices of
the young people for each other, they
seemed to see no one else at all at the
great round table.
The minister's son and the bishop's
daughter found much in common so
much that at the end of a brief courtship their two reverend fathers were
forced to congratulate each other on
something dearer to their hearts than
even a big confirmation class.

Paris Horses.
Since 1899 the progress of automo-silishas caused a decrease of 15,798
!n the number of horses in
Paris. The
sensus of the horses in the
city taken
1910
gave a total of 75,463. In 1899
ji
the number was 91,261.
This diminution Is the more notlce-ibl- e
in the wealthier districts. There
ire six arrondissemets in which the
number of horses has slightly increased, including the Twelfth,
Fourteenth, Fifteenth and
Nineteenth.
In these arrondissements
we situated the great public work contractors, who use as many horses as
ever. In the Ninth arrondlssement the
dumber of horses has risen from 1,652
to 10,306; but this remarkable Increase
is due to the fact that the horses of
one of the largest cab companies are
counted in this arrondlssement, which
was not the case In 1899.

load lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.

right goods at the right price.
TEE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

Avoided Trouble.
"Tou appear to be quite happy. Yon
must have won that case you were
talking to me about."
"No; I decided not to begin the

I

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

Thlr-:eent-

y

;!

AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

m

Perhaps So.
"A western paper tells of a msn
whom a grateful squirrel keeps supplied with bushels of hickory nuts."
"He must live next door to a hick-Drgrove?"
"Yes, or next door to a liar."

m
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f Santa Fe and if reaefies

every pest office in

tim Hmm
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That Moved Him.
Staylate Has your father any objections to my paying you visits, Ms
Brightly?
Miss B. (glancing at the dock) I
think he would prefer that you paid
them in installments, Mr. Staylate.
Significant.
"You say he play 3 the violin?

Tes."

"Does he play it well?"
"He must do so, because he's on
speaking terms with all his

I1

'

If!

y

Wayside Communings.
Adam Zawfox Pard, how does soft
enln' of the brain act on a feller when

he's gettin' it?
Job Sturky You dont need f worry
'bout that, ole scout You'll never git

it

in

Probably.
"I see where a Judge says that the
staffing of a ballot box Is worse than

assassination."
"He means the assassination
some, one else, does he not?"
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the classiest and handsomest novel- my" thf messenger, is giving these ' Spanish which Mr. Armijo will trans- - Recitation "Washington"
ties with the newest fashion' effects people whom he considers buttinskys, late into excellent English.
Velma Parsons
MINOR CITY TOPICS
to be found in America. They also a little disappointment these nights.
The prices for the picture show, Recitation "Girls Are Queer Createxplain how they have the science of It has been noticed for several nights with the war talks thrown In, will be
ures"
Frank Quintana
correct measurements down pat etc. that
every box marked "Dripping the same as heretofore. The pictures Recitation "Color Boy"
will find in the' Springs," "Kravemore" or any other are "Will It Ever Come to
In fact, gentlemen
Willie Lopez
This,"
Denver, Colo., Feb. 20.
Townsend's ad matter of absorbing in-- such brand is turned upside down, "The Two Paths" and "An Animated
"Drummer Boy"
Willie Muller
The forecast is generally fair
with
the address hidden. And the Armchair."
terest.
"Gun Carrier"
Manuel Pino
in
snow
except
Grand Jury Report at Clovis The curious go with unsatisfied curiosity.
tonight
Recitation "Sometime, Someday,"
northwest portion, Tuesday fair
Roswell Daily Record.
grand jury reported to the district
Willie Muller, Delia Hills.
with continued cold weather.
V court at Clovis last Friday with seven Of Course, Not The New Mexican i WILL HONOR FATHER
OUR COUNTRY. Recitation "Jolly Winter"
OF
bills.
no
true bills and eieht
County has created a good deal of uneasiness i
Floyd Whitcomb
affairs and officers looked good to the by
"Three Cheers for the Red, White and
the
in
every
suggesting
jury
grand
School Children to Carry Out InterOnion Sets and Alfalfa Seed can be jurors, but they cautioned school dis- new state follow the
Blue"
example of the
esting Programs of Exercises
had at Goebels.
trict officers to watch closer for vio- - one at Danville, in Adams county,
Song and March, 12 Girls.
Tomorrow.
slt lations of the compulsory school law. Ohio.
Miss Schnepple, teacher.
Zymole Express Wagon Free
No one seriously believes that
sevThe grand jury also reports that
about it at Fischer Drug Co.
First Primary Exercises.
New Mexico politicians are as onery
:.
rtVia
ivimno fiV
4mttn
itxif.it
m.v
...w
vv", cittl JUDLltTD
Ul lilt.
Will II tVCI VyUHIC W Tht
jjvu.
"New Mexico"
Wednesday, Washington's birthday, Song By School
83 those back there, and they don ' t
won't it be awful when things reach bonds over to await Hie action of the! tninli' rnat o n v v nrl q t inn a naioa. will be celebrated throughout the land Song By School .."O Lincoln, Dear"
"
such a state. See what it is at the grand jury in too small a sum, the de- as a legal holiday but the school chil- "Something Better"
Josefita Sena
.Elks' tonight.
fendants iumriine tK- bond rather sary at this time- Roswell Register dren here will have special exercises "A Young Patriot"
Lyz Romero
Tribune.
Convention
Endeavor
than await trial.
Christian
tomorrow morning and afternoon and Song "Lincoln"
Seven Boys
Not Dead but Sleeping This town the school teachers will celebrate the "Great or Good"
Miss Amelia McFie Enters Contest.!
The New Mexico Society of Christian
Tiodoro Garcia
Miss Amelia Mcrr
Endeavor will hold its annual con- daughter of has a "bunch"' of live, hustling roer- day with an interesting program at Song by School
"Washington"
vention at Albuquerque on March 2 Judge John R. McFie, today permit-j- . chants as can be found anywhere, but the Elks' theater tomorrow night
"America."
Song By School
con-i
in
a
and 3.
ted her friends to enter her
Estella Bergere, teacher.
The exercises in the second ward
owing to a little petty bickering over
A Special Meeting of the Guild of test of the Rocky Mountain News, un- ,the townsite question the Commercial
school will begin at 2 p. m. tomorrow.
A WASHINGTON BIRTHDAY
the Church of the Holy Faith will be der which twenty round ladies will be Club has temporarily disbanded quit The program is as follows:
held at the residence of Mrs. W. S sent on a trip to Europe. New Mexi- - business, if you will and seems loth Song "Our Native Land"
SPANISH SUPPER.
district for;t0 "get together." Fort Sumner Re- - Recitation "Month of Birthdays"
Harroun at 3 o'clock on Tuesday . aft- - co has been made one
When you do anything to help tne
x
.
i
Delia Hill, Ann Ortiz, I. Alarid.
ernoon. Business of importance is to purposes oi tne cr.mest, auu
mej view.
sanitarium, you are helping the city,
"Cookoo Cookoo."
be brought before the meeting and it friends of Miss McFie will rally to her
At. 8 O'clock Tonight J. M. Garcia Song
helping every business man in the
win
the
to
Recitation
her
have
Colors"
of
European
he pres- support
the
is desired that all
"Meaning
and Manuel de la Torre will lecture
city, and incidentally yourself, thereme
Andrea Rivera, Juanita Sena.
Pnt
piium;
inp. one is a leai n'u ni
8 o'clock tonight at the Elks the- fail to go to the Spanish
the!at
Recitation "I'd Like to Be Like fore, do not
Measles at Albuquerque With sev- - schools and quite popular in
ater ;where moving pictures will aiso
supper, which will be served Wednesset.
social
younger
Washington."
of
in
measles
the
cases
hundred
eral
be exhibited. The speakers are from
day night from 5:30 to 7:30 at New
Song "Soft
River" ,
Are You Getting your Zymole Ex-- !
city end from six to 41.ten cases being
and will explain Recitation "IFlowing
of
the
Sanitarium. Everybody will be servCity
Mexico,
J..
.
LinnHr.n
elf..
to
Fisch-Want
Be Like
11 for them.
i
uav lM .iu.
i.
cuupu.,B. As
lepo.ieu eu-iwar jn ft Republic.
Probate
ed promptly and the small price of
coln"
Co.
er
demands
and
Drug
stringent
Albuquerque
H..
Clerk Armijo will interpret the ad- 50 cents should not keep any one
Jacob Alarid, Teo. Romero.
lmmediate measures to prevent tha
Down to 10 Degrees The mercury
dPR.pa in
away. Needless to say, the supper will
Recitation
A lhll.
...
,
"The
nfi the rti sop QO
Patriots"
Young
further
j
j
uown
to iu ue.mees isisl uigui.
uroppeu
be a bountiful and satisfying one. Go
America Genoveva Trujillo.
querque Journal.
ami at 6 o'clock this morning it was!
NEW BANK AT GALLUP.
Song "We Love Our Flag"
by all means.
Mrs. Sena Dead Mrs. Simona O. only one degree higln r. The maximum
de Sena died after a short illness Sat- - yesterday was 23 degrees and the!
(Continued From Page One.)
urday night at the home of her son- - average relative humidity was 87 per!
Ramon Sena, in College cmt The average depth of snow on;
street. She was 70 years of age, and the ground at 6 p. in. yesterday was Quite a reputation as a fearless peace
He was appointed recently
is survived by one son. The funeral 4.7 and the precipitation for the 24 officer.
will take place at 7 a. m. from the Ca- hours ending at 6 a. m. today was as special mounted policeman at the
0.09 of an inch of snow. Although request of certain cattle companies,
thedral. Interment will be in
Postoffice Sites Changed,
the mercury did not reach zero last
cemetery.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. The
Change of Program at the Elks' night was very cold owing to a cut-SEWALL'S
SEWALL'S
tonight: Will it Ever Come to This: tine wind which made pedestrians postoffice site at Cuba, Sandoval
The Two Paths; An Animated Arm- - yearn for closed cabs and which drew county, has been changed two miles
fur collars high up over the ears of east and that of Ruth, Guadalupe
chair. Subjects all good ones.
their owners. Saturday the range of county, one and a helf miles south.
Landed His Third ADDointment
H. T. Hamill of the federal building, temperature was lfi to 34 degrees and
received word on Saturday that his the tQtal fall of snow Saturday was INSURRECTOS WILL TALK
ne inches.
The average
relative
ELKS THEATER TONIGHT.
brother, Hockley T. Hamill, has been
95 per cent,
appointed by President Taft for the humidity for the day was
Flood
Postoffice The heavy George Armijo Will Translate Ad- third term as postmaster of the fa- 'The Paint of Quality"
mous mining city of Georgetown, Co- - sllow on the roof or the local post- dresses Which Will Be Sandomoe
a
in
felt
miniature
made
Itself
lorado. The appointment came after
wiched by Moving
a bitter fight in which the insurgents c'0'"1 DUrst which swept down on
Pictures.
amazed postal clerks yesterday afterfought Mr. Hamill. who is a regular,
You may bethinking of painting your house or barn
With Each 25 Cent Cash purchase noon a they were putting up the afManager Stanton of the Elks Theaternoon
mail.
The
of
rush
melted
we give a Zymole Express
coupon,
this seasou, and for this reason we believe we can inter has decided to allow Senor ,J M.
snow waters caused the clerks to
Ask for them. Fischer Drug Co.
Garcia and Senor Manuel de la Torre,
arterest you in the merits of SEWALL'S Paints.
Hon. Higinio Martinez Sandbagged make a hurried change in the
insurrectos from the City of Mexico,
office furniture.
of
rangement
and Robbed Hon. Higiiiio Martinez,
to talk on the insurrection at the Elks
for "Butts-ins.- "
Disappointment
a business man of Velarde, Rio ArriTheater tonight between the moving
We offer you no experiment; these paints have been
ba county, who served in the lower It has been the habit of some people Tiintnl'oc
Probata rMaTV and Pnf m D1
more
with
to
than
curiosity
modesty
of
house
the legislature, was sandR
on the market for over a quarter of a century, and have
w Arjn .Q wm
h ider GeQ
.
look at the addres
on the casas
bagged and robbed at Alamosa, Colotranslate the speeches into English
and
of
that
whisky
been sold all this time on their merits.
nightly
They have been
rado, where he also has a store. The comepackages
to Roswell through the Wells-Farg- and a "hot war talk" js predicted.
Martinez was
thugs escured $1)12.
Garcia
Both
and
Torre
declare
they
exposed to all the weather tests, and have proven their
Express Company, as the ex
found in a dazed condition in a small
press is unloaded at the depot. They have languished in prisons in Old
room adjoining the store.
merits beyond a doubt.
have been keeping this ud ever since Mexico because they had the courage
.
.
,
i
fientlpmpn. ' unii qvo wnrth 4not n oc iu
me- saioons
went oui oi ousiness, ana nf thoir nnnvinfinna nnd thfv flro
I much consideration as the ladies and there is hardly n night when the ex- - keen to tell the American people
to w. r. xownsenu & Co., are going press truck doe? not hold from nm to about conditions in Old Mexico. They
;to entertain you with an opening of a dozen or more cases of some well are students and speak English fair- iftMMS5..SANTA FE HARDWARE SUPPLY CO.
- ly well
Koyai clothes; they claim they are known brand of whisky.
more
be
in
but
"TomBut
eloquent
wijl
'
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FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

S

Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds
kinds of Garden and Flower
Seeds, Onions Sets etc.

r-

All

I

Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

i

1

;

Phone No.4.

-

j

,

.

LET YOUR GIFT BE SUCH- IT WILL BE A JOY FOREVER
CUT GLASS-CHIN- DIAMONDS & JEWELS - WATCHES - CLOCKS

GOLD-SILVE-

R,

A

FILIGREE - in exquisite deCHAFING DISHES
signs--

.l

in-la-

I

Duality Goods
Pickard Hand
Painted China.

S.

0I&

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
EZ9E2ESSIE3S5I

GIRLS

HAVE YOU 5EEN THEM?

Ro-sari- o

!'

i

TheNew Champleve Enameled Pins with Cloisonne
Work in both Silver and Gold? Its all Hand Work. Belt

PinsShirt waists setsJabot Pins etc., the daintiest
things imaginable for your summer finery.

HC

The
Ynnii
IUilU

Reliable Jeweler.
San Francisco St.

o

FIRST GLASS
HAbll

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE S&fftgE,
Prop

btlWIiit

i

Fopiia? prices

Bujjfes and Saddle Horses

iBBBraJlHVflMlia

33

Snt

33

Off
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5

SL
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Per
cent

Off
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Ever Hear of One?
We Call it A DETERMINATION SALE on
HART SCHAFFNER& MARX Clothing because

we are determined to carry over no winter
goods, if CUT PRICES will move them. PROFIT is lost sight of. This is your month

Dont think about this
Sale too long We can keep it going but a
short time.
You

I

Mi

s

i

1

r

I km

::

get the profit.

It's a Thrifty Man's Opportunity
-x

UL

DSrr
fences

:

on all the entire line of
HART SCHAFFNER &

MARX Clothing. We are fully determined,

Winter Clothing MUST

that

GO

WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT ALL
GET THE MONEY AND MAKE ROOM
FOR SPRING STOCK.

COME SEE.
Copyright sum hy Hurt Schaffner A

THE BIG
STORE.

Ifux

NATHAN SALMON

Copyright

1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx

THE BIG
ySTORE.

J

